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ABSTRACT

Regional integration is a topical issue, and it is concerned with elimination or reduction of
tariff and non tariff barriers that are within the domain of the Customs. The World Trade
Organization was formed in 1994 with an expanded mandate than that hitherto exercised by
the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffe (GATT), which it succeeded. Closer home, the
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) has seen African countries
(Kenya included) integrate. More recently, the East African Community was formed by the
countries of Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania whose first level of entry is the Customs Union
*at began in January 1, 2005. Rwanda and Burundi became members of the East African
Community in November 2006.

This project will investigate the reasons why tax revenues are continuously rising yet the
country has been experiencing economic downturns for some years. Further, but related to
the rising levels of tax revenues, the project will investigate whether or not the Customs
Services Department of the Kenya Revenue Authonty operates in accordance with the
"Maxims" of taxation as stipulated by Adam Smith, the Father of modem economics.

Chapter One begins with trying to stir interest in die subject matter of the import duty regime
by posing several question such as why revenue earnings are growing in an environment of a
declining economy and regional integration? Is the Customs Department of the Kenya
Revenue Authonty operating in accordance wiA the "maxims " of taxation? Why is there so

fV

little local publication on importation yet international trade has been with us for so long?
The Chapter provides definitions of common terms used in the international trade.

Chapter Two deals with the very limited literature on taxation in the geographical area of the
study. There are few local writers who have attempted to give some illumination on taxation.
This project, therefore, is easily a pioneer in the field under study. It tracks the figures of the
Gross National Product (GNP), import duty, foreign reserves and the debt stock. The
intention of such analysis is simple; If taxes are growing as reported then our foreign reserves
should increase and/ or the debt stock should have been reducing. Macroeconomic literature
teaches us that the Government either reduces the debt portfolio or increases foreign reserves
whenever it gets excess revenues. It is worth remembering that taxation is one of the sources
of Government revenues. The Chapter then introduces the four "maxims" of taxation by
Adam Smith.

Chapter Three deals with the research methodology that is used in the study. The dependent
variable is the import duty while the independent variable is the Gross National Product
(GNP). Statistical tools such as variance, standard deviation and correlation coefficient are
used to test the data. The covariance is used to indicate any linear relationship as the
correlation coefficient shows the strength of the linear relationship. The population is the
figures of the variables for the period 1974 to 2005.

V

The Fourth Chapter deals with Results and Findings based on the analysis of the data. This
analysis highlights weaknesses in the data such as errors in reporting of Government
financials.

Chapter Five is the Summary of the research project. Conclusions and Recommendations.
The test of the date proved that the Customs Department of the Kenya Revenue Authority
does not operate according to the "maxims" of taxation of Adam Smith. Notwithstanding
the apparent compliance of the tax legal provisions to the "maxims", the practice is
diametrically opposite.

Finally, there is a simple recommendation to students and the more accomplished scholars:
quote literary work as is so as to avoid the erroneous citation of the "maxims " as "canons "
by Hardwick, P. et al in their book An Introduction To Modem Economics.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Chapter tries to stir an interest as to what is driving import tax revenue in a declining
economy and in the midst of regional economic integration. Further questions revolve
around critical issues that include the use of Gross National Product (GNP) to tell how
well the economy is doing, whether the Customs Service Department of Kenya Revenue
Authority operates in accordance with Adam Smith's "maxims" of taxation? Further
questions posed are: whether or not tax payers have enough information about tax laws/
regulations in regard to import duty regime? And why is it that there is so little local
literature on international trade?

The Chapter ends with definition of terms used that include the internationally accepted
valuation method of imported goods for tax purposes.

1.1 Background Of The Problem
More than two hundred years since the Father of modem economics, Adam Smith,
argued for the case of free trade and articulated the maxims of taxation, local
publications on international trade are still very few and bear little in-depth analysis of
the subject even when available. Yet we are living in the age of regional economic
integration whose first area of co-operation is the importation regime. The three East
African countries of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda have integrated to form the East
African Community whose entry point is a customs union*.

The import tariff regime of a country (being the home of tariff and non-tariff barriers) is,
therefore, the first field of study before a multinational or any other entity enters into
exporting to the country of choice. Moreover, tariff regime is normally the first area of
negotiation and/ or co-operation in an economic integration such as the East African
Community or COMESA that Kenya belongs to^.

Majority of the countries of East and Southern Africa came together and formed the
Preferential Trade Area (PTA) in the 1980's which has evolved into the Common

Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA). The European Union went through
various integration stages over the years to recently fransform itself from European
Economic Community to what it is today, the European Union. Some countries in the
Americas belong to the North American Free Trade Area (NAFTA) whose objective is
to increase trade volumes through the reduction of tariff and non tariff barriers ^

Tax earnings from importation business form part of the Exchequer revenues, which the
Govemment uses to fmance public goods and services such as security, infrastructure
and free primary education. The import duty regime is administered by the Customs
Services Department of the Kenya Revenue Authority. The importance of importation is
a living reality and a topical issue insofar as globalization is concerned. Exportation of
goods to another country is normally the first engagement before a multinational decides
to commit itself to fiill scale foreign direct investment in the target country.

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the Gross National Product (GNP) are two
variables that are calculated to determine how well an economy is doing. Whereas the
GDP is the value of all finished goods and services produced in an economy, the value
of net foreign earnings is added to the GDP to arrive at the GNP.

There are mainly two methods of calculating how well the economy is performing:(i)

the Gross National Product (GNP) under and the expenditure models; and

(ii)

calculating the Goss Domestic Product (GDP) under the income model.

The expenditure method stipulates that the GNP is the sum of the following variables:
Consumption (C), Investment (I), Govemment expenditure (G) and the difference
between unports (M) and exports (X). Thus, GNP= C +G + I + (X- M)"*. The income
model rests on the assumption of a closed economy and that all the income of a
household is expended in consumption (C), savings (S) or payment of taxes (T).

As the accountants wrote volumes on the advantages of the tax shield derived from the
deductible allowances on loan interest charge in income corporate taxation, little
advances have been made so fer in the bracketed X and M variables of the expenditure

model of calculating GNP. And therein lies the import tariff taxation, the subject of this
thesis.

Whether direct or indirect, all tax revenues, of necessity, should move in tandem with
the economic cycle of the country concerned; a boom in the economy is accompanied by
higher tax returns and vice versa Taxes are deducted from earnings^, and when the
economic performance is dismal, tax revenues must also Ml. But the Kenyan situation is
a unique case: Tax revenues are increasing even when the economy is in a slump.

For example, the Kenyan economy registered a growth rate of negative 0.3 % in the year
2000 yet tax earnings were reported to have increased from Kshs 165,041 million in
1999 to Kshs 168,519 million in the year 2000^. According to the same source, tax
revenues were expected to be Kshs 185,917 million by the close of Year 2001 even
though the economic growth rate was reported to be barely 2%^. The Chairman of KRA
said that revenue eammgs of the tax body would be Kshs 198 billion for the 2001/ 2
financial year*. At least half of the reported tax revenues are collected by the Customs
Department

In addition to the slow domestic economic growth, Kenya is a member of COMESA
economic block. Among other objectives, COMESA member countries committed
themselves to establish a Customs Union^. The effect of operationalizing the COMESA
Treaty is the substantial reduction or total removal of import duties. Although Kenya is
in COMESA Free Trade Area (FTA), its import revenues continue to grow.

Macroeconomic theory stipulates that govemment expenditure'" is financed by tax
revenues, grants, loans, and printing money. As the name suggests, grants are donations
fi-om bilateral and multilateral donors, commonly called development partners".
Govemment borrowing can be from the development partners or in the domestic market
Pnnting of money is intended to replace and/ or increase money supply with a view to
increasing the money in circulation to ensure the economy is not stifled. It is worth
noting that some monetary units (such as coins and legal tender) get de&ced and are
tiierefore consequently withdrawn by the Central Bank for destruction.

Broadly, taxes are either direct (such as income tax) or indirect (such as VAT, excise and
import duty). This study is about the import tax regime in Kenya. Specifically, the
project will try to establish the relationship between the rising tax revenues vis- a vis tfie
downward economic performance in Kenya. It is tiie investigation of this seeming
paradox that will try to establish whether or not the tax regulatory agency, the Kenya
Revenue Authority, complies with the "maxims" of taxation of Adam Smith. The
research will also try to establish wiiether or not public debt (both domestic as well as
external) is reducing"' in view of the reported "excess" tax revenues.

Every profession has established concepts and principles upon which it derives its
guidelines and the reason for existence: Accounting has generally accepted accounting
principles'^: doctors take the Hippocratic Oath to preserve life. It is against this
background that this study was started with a view to establishing whether the KRA
performs its duties in accordance with the dictates of the "maxims " of taxation. It may
be a good starting point to explain why people pay taxes.

Accordmg to Adam Smith, "The subject of every state ought to contribute towards the
support of the govemment, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective
abilities; that is in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under dte
protection of the state"''*. According to Smith, majority of individuals get revenues in
tiie form of profit, wages and rent.

la retum for the taxes paid, citizens expect the Govemment to provide public goods such
as roads, hospitals, schools and security for both self and property. The Govemment is
fiuther expected to articulate policies that create an enabling environment that would
attract foreign investment and also make it possible for the citizens to get a decent means
oflivelihood.

A good number of taxpayers do not seem to bother or do not seem to understand tax
issues; at least going by the volumes of goods sold and frequency of Customs auctions.
How many Kenyans have ever wondered how come, despite poor economic

perfonnance in the country, the Kenya Revenue Authority has consistently overshot its
revenue collection targets and registered an impressive revenue growth of at least 2%
since 1996?"'

To be &ir, Kenyans are not the only ones with tax problems; people in the United States
of America are reportedly in similar situations. "Many types of problems of IRS
[Internal Revenue Service] are confusing because you can't always get accurate
information. Most tax payers do not feel comfortable calling the IRS for answers

The biggest component of tax earnings consists of one of the indirect taxes: the import
tax'^. Over the years import duty rates have been reduced in the Budget Bills in
conformity with the Worid Trade Organization'* and the African Growth & Opportunity
Act (AGOA)'^ rules. In the budget speech of June 1999, the Kenya Finance Minister
announced that effective January 1, 2000 the method of valuation for imported goods
would change from the Brussels Definition of Value, which has been in place in Kenya
since colonial times to the Agreement on Customs Valuation (hereafter referred to as
BDV and ACV, respectively) fronted by die Worid Trade Organization (WTO)'°. Kenya
became a member of Worid Trade Organization in 1993, and signed die Agreement on
Customs Valuation (ACV) ml994.

The ACV gives clear guidehnes on how to value imported goods for tax purposes. The
first and the most important valuation method is the Transaction Value Method, which
states that the invoice value presented by the tax payer should form the basis for
valuation for tax purposes. More than two years after such policy directive on treatment
of imported goods, tax officers are still giving arbitrary uplifts^". Matters are further
complicated by the high tariffe on goods that Kenyans like to import such as electronics
and cars"

As Kenyan importers have come to realize, the tax authority is yet to fiilly adopt the
ACV. The high tax rates and arbitrary tax uplifts, combined widi high penalties^ meted
by the tax authorities on the offenders may explain die high tax revenues realized.
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Further, such a combination of actions by the tax collector also creates an incentive for
tax evasion because the retum is high^.

Our capital market is young and inefficient". The cost of borrowing is still too high to
be attractive to many serious investors. Even though loan interest charge is treated as a
business expense and gives a tax shield, the burden it loads onto the business entity
could be crippling. A good number of businesses and personalities in Kenya have in tiie
recent past feced serious threats of bankruptcies. As an example, the Kenyan media is
normally flooded with financial reports of companies in Kenya during the months of
March and April. One thing is eye catching; the large provision for bad debts.

High tax penalties notwithstanding, the high import volume into Kenya could be
explained by a number of factors. First, the economic performance is dismal. And when
a country does not have enough savmgs to commit to capital stock formation, the larger
population spends the little they have in current consumption. In such a scenario,
businesses shift their attention to supplying what is selling fester.

Second, Kenyan political landscape is volatile, with an imminent general election later in
die year. Because of the underlying uncertaintythere may be very few companies
wishing to commit funds into long-term projects. Some of the most recent investors were
the mobile telephone companies, namely Safaricom and Kencell Communications. They
are reputed to be charging higher tariffe than otherwise would be the case.

The reasoning for die reportedly high cellular mobile phone charges could be diat they
are using the payback method with a very short payment period so as to recoup their
initial investments as quickly as possible. When political stability becomes precarious,
multinational companies position themselves in such a way as to be able to execute a
quick exit if the threat to their business becomes inevitable.

The tiien Chairman of Kenya Manufecturers Association (KAM) in 1998 revived the
"Buy Kenya Build Kenya" rallying call of the 1980's, vAich was meant to encourage
Kenyan manufacturers to export their wares, and subsequendy claim a refund on duty

previously paid on die raw materials used in the manufectunng processes through the
export compensation program. [The program was thereafter scrapped after the
Goldenberg scam, which has been a court case through the years].

During die basic courses in business studies, one learns that one of the justifications for
international trade is that it is the best alternative to foreign direct investment'^'.
International trade helps increase consumer choice and world output, among other
advantages^. Countries wiiose production processes are high end up being importers
from tiiosewho have efficient production methods.

A case in point is the perennial outcry by Kenyan sugar manufecturers that sugar fi-om
other Comesa member states was making it very difficult for the local sugar to fetch any
market, and should be taxed higher! Regardless of the merits or otherwise of our national
sentiments, no country is an island, and every country must import from another. It is,
therefore, important for us to understand the rules of international trade especially the
import/export sub sector^.

U Statement Of The Problem
The problem statement is twofold:•

The project will investigate what are the drivers of the ever increasing total
earnings of import taxes. This will explain why import tax revenues were on the
increase while the economic performance in Kenya was on the decline. The
research will compare import tax revenues and the country's economic
performance. It is by such investigation that die project will establish whether the
Kenya Revenue Audiority operates according to the dictates of the maxims of
taxation propagated by the Father of modem economics, Adam Smith. Thus, the
problem of this study is to establish whether the Kenya Revenue Authority
import tax regime conforms to the maxims of classical theory of taxation.

•

Secondly, should the research reveal that the tax revenues have been increasing
as commonly reported, ipso facto, our foreign reserves should have been
increasing or the level of public debt in Kenya must have been decreasing"".

U Purpose Of The Study
The purpose of this study was to analyze the factors that were making the import tax
revenues to increase in a declining economy. The study was also to establish whether the
Customs Services Department of the Kenya Revenue Authority adheres to tfie
''maxims " of taxation as set out by Adam Smith, the Father of modem economics.

1.4 Research Questions
• How do we know how Ae economy is doing?
• How is Govemment expenditure financed?
• Does KRA operate according to Adam Smith's maxims of taxation?
t What are the reasons for the ever increasing import tax revenues?
• Do tax payers adequately understand the import tax regulations?
• Why do some textbooks refer to the principles of taxation as "canons" yet Adam
Smith called them "maxims"!
• Why hasn't there been adequate interest among local academicians and scholars in the
area of import tax regime yet it is a topical issue?

Importance Of The Study
Taxation is one way of financing Govemment expenditure. And every adult person pays
taxes in one way or other. Consumption taxes such as VAT, excise or import duty are
paid any time any one makes a purchase of goods and/ or services.

Regional integration that addresses the intemational supply chain of goods and services is
a topical issue. From 1994, the World Trade Organization (WTO) took over the functions
that were earlier under the auspices of the General Agreement on Trade and Tarifife
(GATT) in addition to other more responsibilities such as the Agreement on Customs
Valuation (ACV). The Common Market for eastem and Southem Africa has been in
existaice since 1993. Closer home, the three Partner States namely Uganda, Kenya and
Tanzania signed the Protocol For the Establishment of a Customs Union in 2004. Except
for a few issues, the three sister States of East Africa have removed import tarifis on
goods produced or grown in the region.

• v'
Cleariy, globalization (the elimination or substantial reduction of both tariff and non tariff
ijarriers that impede intemational trade) is here with us. It is, therefore important to
understand the mles regulating the intemational trade i f we are to be responsible
members of the global village that we live in; and hence the importance of this study.

U Definition Of Terms
The following words/ phrases are defined fi-om the outset to make the reading
understood, and unless the context requires otherwise, their meanings are as follow:" A C V means Agreement on Customs Valuation, which was signed at Marrakesh,
Morocco, on 15* April 1994. The signatories bound themselves to adhere to the
rules of Worid Trade Organization insofar as valuation of imported goods was
concerned.
"Bonded warehouse" means a warehouse approved by the Commissioner of the
Customs Services Department for the deposit of dutiable goods on which duty has not
been paid and which have been entered to be warehoused. Imported goods deposited
in a warehouse are said to have been warehoused.

"BDV" is abbreviation for the Brussels Definition of Value, which has been in force
for the valuation of imported goods in many countries, Kenya included. It was,
and still is, to be replaced by the ACV.

"CIJ*." is Cost, Insurance and Freight, and forms the basis of valuation of imported
goods for tax purposes.

"OMnmissioner" means the person appointed and put in charge of the Customs &
Excise department
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"EjV.C." means the east African Community ("the Community"). The three Partner
States of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania signed the Treaty for the Establishment of the
East African Community in November 1999.

" E ^ A - C . C . E . T . " means East African Community Common External Tariff. This is

the import tariff that is applied on all goods imported into the Community from
countries other than the Partner States.

'*E^C. C.MA."

means the East African Community Customs Managemait Act

This is the supreme law of the Customs within the Community.

"EjV-C. Customs Union" means the East African Customs Union. The Customs
Union came into force in January 2005, and is the entry level of the Community to
ultimately evolve into a pohtical federation.

'•EjV.C.

Protocol"

means the

East African

Community

Protocol

on

the

Establishment of the Customs Union.

"EjV.C. Rules of Origin" means die mles stipulating origin criteria for goods in
order to qualify for duty free admission in intra-trade within East Africa.

"Entered" means documents in relation to particular goods have been prepared and
pesented to Customs according to the terms of entry such as warehousing, import,
tiansit, etc.
"Transit" in relation to goods, is the process of foreign goods being carried through
Kenya to foreign destination.

1.1 Research Limitations
• Kenya Revenue Authority is a quasi- autonomous Govemment agency, and its
employees subscribe to the Official Secret Act, which prohibits public servants from
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publishing any information that they may come across courtesy of their employment
In the event that there is any reason to undertake a research Aat would otiierwise
require divulging information that is viewed sensitive, then such a researcher must
obtain permission from the Permanent Secretary, Head of the Civil Service and
Secretary to the Cabinet through the Commissioner-General of Kenya Revenue
Authority. This permission was not sought before undertaking this project since this
project contains no reference to anything that may be deemed to be infomiation of
sensitive nature. Sources of data that have been referred to are all within the public
domain.

• Clearing and forwarding companies agreed to be interviewed only on condition of
anonymity and a promise not to divulge any of their trade secrets.

• The costs of the research were borne by the researcher.

U Chapter Summary
This Chapter flagged out the phenomenon of the ever increasing import tax revenues
against the backdrop of a declining economy. It pointed out the considerable absence of
local literature on international trade notwithstanding the feet that the import regime has
been one of the major sources of Govemment revenue. The Chapter gives background
information on regional integration that is a topical issue. Further, the Chapter defines
words/ phrases diat are commonly used in intemational trade. Finally, the Chapter gives
the basic layout for the study.
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERATURE R E V I E W

2.1 Introduction
This Chapter reviews the existing literature relevant to the study. It is, however,
important to point out that there isn't much written on this area. This research, therefore,
is a ground breaking study specifically on the relationship between what is practised in
Kenya and the closeness of such practice to the adherence of the maxims of taxation of
Adam Smith. In order to establish how the import regime fits into the intemational trade
supply chain, this Chapter reviews literature on taxation as a whole, the Gross National
Product (GNP) and the debt stock of the nation. For obvious reasons, emphasis has been
placed on the import trade regime.

12 The Legal Authority To Collect Duty
The review of the legal environment is meant to indicate whether or not the law
implemented by Kenya Revenue Authority is sensitive to the taxpayer. In Kenya, the
Customs & Excise Department of the Kenya Revenue Authority administers the import
tax regime.

The Department is headed by a Commissioner, and was established by an Act of
Parliament on Octoberl3, 1978^' "for the management and administration of the
customs, for the assessment, charge and collection of customs and excise duties and for
matters relating thereto and connected therewith ". This is the preamble to the Customs
& Excise department. Cap. 472. It is this Act that gives the Department the legal
authority to collect import and excise taxes, and to enforce the laws relating to
intemational trade.

The import taxes are levied on imported goods while excise taxes are imposed on some
imported and/ or locally manufectured goods"'^.
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In July 1995, the Kenya Revenue Authority Act was passed to put all revenue collecting
departments under one umbrella body. The Authority consists of the Income Tax,
Customs & Excise, Value Added Tax and Registrar of Motor Vehicles. Previously the
first three departments were under Ministry of finance.

2J Financing Government Expenditure
bi order to finance its expenditure, the govemment raises fiinds through grants fi-om
donors, borrowing, printing money and/ or taxing its subjects. Like any other large
player in the money market, the Govemment engages in open market operations to meet
its financial objectives. When it borrows, the Govemment pays the requisite cost of
capital (though at a lower rate due to its risk less standing)^^ just like any other borrower.

Printing money is a very sensitive and carefiilly exercised option since it may easily
generate hyper- inflation like it happened in Germany in 1923 when the Mark had to be
withdrawn''*. The Govemment prints new coins and bank notes to ensure replacement of
defaced coins and notes. Further, any additional money released for free circulation is
meant to be in tandem with the projected growth in the economy'''.

Taxation is the easiest option for the govemment to use. A lot of taxpayers just take tax
payment as given. [Remember the quip by one American president that there were only
two sure things in the world: death and taxes]. Unfortunately, many economic and
finance books only help explain direct taxes, and pay very little attention (or none at all)
to import taxes. Yet, many multinational corporations first enter a country, in trade
tenns, by exporting finished products and finally graduating to foreign direct investment

2.4 What Other Scholars Say About Taxation
Locally, several wnters have tried to address tax issues. S. K. Gupta (1998) has confined
himself to VAT, and begins his work by explaining that VAT as "An indirect tax paid by
all Kenyan consumers, and represents value added at every stage of business
transaction ". He is quick to point out, however, "Despite the popular misconception,
VAT does not increase the value of goods by 16 percent at each level of their trading"
Gupta gives easy to follow guidelines on the obligations of both the taxpayer and the tax
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collector. There are numerous illustrations on how to calculate VAT payable in the book.
There is, however, no mention of the canons of taxation.

Unlike Gupta, N.T.T. Simiyu (2001) has tried to highlight on the principles of taxation
without specific reference to canons to maxims in words. But the principles he states
closely echo the maxims. He delves in the merits and demerits of taxation in Kenya; and
even though he asserts "... / have tremendously rewritten all my previous work... and
interpreted the recent amendments in... Income Tax Act, VAT Act, Customs Act... " his
bias has been, like so many other writers before and after him, leaning towards VAT and
hcome Tax issues.

Issues relating to the import tax regime are, regrettably, not

addressed.

Samuel G. Kirika (1996) simply states five canons of a good tax system as simplicity,
equity, neutrality, administrative efficiency and certainty (pages 22- 23) without
explaming the advantages or disadvantages of the tax laws in Kenya. His approach is for
enlightenment in income tax matters.

Unlike the previous local writers cited above, N. A. Saleemi 8c J. B. Bogonko (1999)
have given matters relating to Customs Act considerable mention. They start by
explaining customs duty as "... tax, which is levied on the movement of goods and
services beyond the territories of any country". Strictly speaking, however, customs
duties are mainly levied on goods, and NOT services"^.

The Economic Surve/^, prepared annually by the Central Bureau of Statistics of the
Ministry of Planning, is a rich source of information. Revenue, expenditure and
financmg issues are detailed under the chapter with the title "Public finance" while
GDP is in the "Domestic economy" chapter. Value and volumes of imports and exports
are presented under the title

International Trade".

Joseph E. Stiglitz (2000). "Economics of the public sector" presents a powerful write up
on taxation in Chapter 17 titled "Introduction to taxation". Though he does not make
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reference to the maxims of taxation, the five principles he has stated revolve very closely
around the maxims. Stiglitz lists the five principles as:•

Economic efficiency. The tax system should not interfere with the function of
efficient allocation of resources. Drawing fi-omthe information content of inefficient
markets, Stiglitz states that taxes change prices, and the price signals are distorted
and therefore the allocation of resources is distorted. As an example of the
distortionary effects of taxation in the USA, Stiglitz gives the example of "... the
favourable depreciation treatment for movable walls for commercial office
buildings... even if there is no intention of ever moving them" .The upshot of this
fevourable tax treatment is that more people are putting up commercial buildings
with movable walls and not fixed permanent walls which have better sound
insulation.

•

Administrative simplicity. Administration of the tax system should be simple with
a view to having low cost of administration and compliance.

'

Flexibility. Stiglitz argues that "Changes in economic circumstances require
changes in tax rates ". As an example, when during a recession, tax rates should be
reduced; and increased when there is an economic boom.

•

Political responsibility. That the burden of taxation should be clear; i.e. who is
paying and who is benefiting.

•

Fairness. The tax system should not discriminate against similar tax payers.
Stiglitz argues that the tax system should impose "higher taxes on those who can
better bear the burden of taxation".

As quoted by Hardwick, et al (1999) the "Father of modem economics" Adam Smith is
said to have laid down the "canons" that should govem tax collection. [It is this
reference in the Economics course text that excited the interest of the researcher to
undertake this thesis years after the economics class. The researcher was to find out in
the classical book written by Adam Smith that the femous economist called them
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^maxims" rather than "canons" of taxation in his Hterary work]. But it might be more
appropriate to mention how goods are classified for tax purposes before we look at the
mar/m of taxation.

2i Classification Of Goods For Tax Purposes
Classification of imported goods happens before taxation. It is important to have a
holistic view of the entire spectmm of tax laws as practised by the Kenya Revenue
Authority.

Goods that pass through the intemational trade supply chain are classified in accordance
with the World Customs Organization (WCO) Harmonized Commodity Description &
Coding System, commonly called HS Code. The HS Code is an eight digit listing of all
tradable goods that contractmg parties use to classify goods. The member countries, such
as Kenya, have been given the leeway to use up to the lO* digit level to take care of their
national peculiarities.

2i.l Tariff Book For Classification Of Goods
The tariff book contains terms on how goods are classified i.e. the number, unit of
measure and duty rate chargeable. The latest issue, the Kenya Gazette Supplement No.
87 of December 29, 1995, contams 97 chapters (excluding Chapters 77 and 98). The
World Customs Organization (WCO) reserved the two chapters for future use by
member countries. The Tariff book starts with the listing of live animals (horses, asses,
mules and hinnies) and ends with Chapter 99 (mobile cellular phone services).

On every budget day, the Minister for finance has the opportunity to amend the rates of
duty as per the dictates of govemment policies. The Minister is empowered to amend the
rates of duty by The Provisional Collection of Taxes and Duties Act, Cap 415 Laws of
Kenya but these variations of duty rates must be presented to parliament without
unreasonable delay. Parliament, however, is not legally bound to approve such changes;
and such changes of rates cease "to have effect if the Bill in respect of which the order is
made is not introduced into the National Assembly within four months of the making of
theorder'^^
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2i.2 Tariff Classification Rules
The European Customs Union established the Customs Cooperation Council Study
group in Bmssels in 1947 to handle all technical matters relating to customs of member
countries. It is this group that came up with the Brussels Definition of Value and the
Harmonized System of tariff codes. To correctly classify trade goods, rules were laid
down, and are mcorporated in Part I (3) of the Customs & Excise Act. These rules
provide, inter alia: -Titles of sections, chapters and sub-chapters are provided for ease of
reference only; "... for legal purposes classification shall be determined according to the
terms of the heading and tariffdescriptions and any relative section or chapter notes... "

Reference to an article shall include a reference to that article whether incomplete or
unfinished "provided that as presented the incomplete or unfinished article has the
essential character of the finished or finished article...

Reference to a tariff description to a material or substance shall be taken to include a
reference to mixtures or combinations of that material or substance with other materials
or substances. Where goods appear eligible to be classified under two or more tariffs,
then the tariff that provides the most specific description is preferred to tariff description,
that are general. Where no tariff description appears to give correct classification of the
goods, then they are to be classified in the tariff appropriate to the goods they are most
akin to.

According to the said section of Cap 472, goods may be classified according to their use
either by way of general description of their use or by inference "Where alternative rates
of duty is shown, the rate chargeable is that which results in the higher duty charge ".
The Harmonized System provided tariff numbers of eight digits; the last two digits
designated to give individual countries a little room to alter them according to their
peculiarities. The essence of such uniform classification is to ease flow of goods across
borders.
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Where imported goods are also subject to excise duty, such duty shall be charged in
accordance with Section 127C as read witii the Seventh Schedule. The Schedule states,

"(l).The value for levying excise duty is ascertained in accordance with dte provisions of
section 127C of die Customs and Excise Act, Cap. 472. In the case of excisable
goods imported into Kenya, the value shall be ascertained as the sum of(a) iie value ofsuch goods ascertainedfor the purpose of import duty; and
(b) the amount of duty, ifany ".

Where imported goods attract Vat charge, the basis of calculating the Vat is the sum of
C.I.F., import duty, excise duty. Section 9 of the VAT Act (Cap 476, Laws of Kenya)
states,
" c). in the case of taxable goods imported into Kenya, the sum of the following
amounts(i)

the value of such taxable goods ascertainedfor the purpose of customs
duty in accordance with the Customs and Excise Act... ".

(ii)

the amount of the duty of customs.. "
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2.6.1 Calculating Customs Value
Table 1. Effective Import Tax Rate

Source: East African Community Common External Tariff & VAT Act
Table 1 above indicates the effective tax rate of a sample of imported goods. The table is
a sample of only three goods; milk, cream and motor vehicles. The first column shows
the tariff number of the import, the second column indicates the description of the
imported good. The third, fourth and sixth columns are the import duty, excise duty and
Vat rates, respectively. The last column is the effective rate of duty, similar to the fector
tables for the calculation of annuities in fmance studies.

2.6.1.1 Illustration On Calculation Of Import Taxes
As already presented under Sub Title 2.1.3. of this Chapter, the Customs value is the
sum of Cost, Freight and hisurance (C.I.F.).
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2i.l.l.l Calculating Taxes On Imported milk
Let us assume a shipment of milk from Japan has the following: Cosl= US $ 100,000; Freight= US $ 20,000; Insurance^ US $ 5,000
Assume exchange rate of Kshs 72.00 to the US Dollar
Then,
Cost (F.O.B.)= Kshs 7,200,000; Freight= Kshs 1,440,000; Insurance =Kshs 360,000;
C.I.F.= Kshs 9,000,000
Import duty @ 60% of C.I.F.= Kshs 5,400,000
Vat Value= C.I.F. + Import Duty= Kshs 9,000,000 + 5,400,000= Kshs 14,400,000
Vat @ 16% of Vat Value= Kshs 2,304,000
Total taxes payable= Kshs 770,400
Add
Import Declaration Form (IDF) Fees @ 2.75% of C.I.F.= Kshs 247,500
Total amount payable= hnport duty + Vat + IDF Fees= Kshs 7,951,500

If we took the fector of calculating the taxes payable on milk from the table above
f&ctor of 86%), the result would have been Kshs 770,400 (86% of C.I.F.), which is the
same as the result of the working above.

2,6,1.1.2 Calculating Taxes On Imported Motor Car
If the shipment cited above was a motor vehicle of a capacity over 3,000 engine
capacity, its tax tabulations (assuming its cost would have been the same as the milk
shipment) would have been:-

C.I.F. Kshs 9,000,000
Import duty @ 25% of C.I.F.= Kshs 2,250,000
Excise Value= 11,250,000
Excise duty @ 20% of Excise Value= Kshs 2,250,000
Vat Value= Kshs 13,500,000
Vat @ 16% of Vat Value= Kshs 2,160,000
Total taxes payable= Kshs 6,660,000
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Add
IDF Fees @ 2.75% of C.I.F.= Kshs 247,500
Kshs 6,907,500.
Total amount payable= Import duty + Excise duty + Vat + IDF Fees=

If we took tiiefectorof calculating the taxes payable on the motor vehicle from the table
above, the result would have been Kshs 6,660,000 (74% of C.I.F.), which is the same as
the result of the working above.

2.7 Impact Of Tax-Deadweight Of Tax
Pnce
(US$)

7,400

Figure 1
380
500 575
Number of cars sold

Figure 1 above is a hypothetical representation of the effect of imposition of a tax on
used cars. It is not drawn to scale. The minimum price the seller was willing to accept
for himself was US$ 6,000. But he would have been happy to sell at US$ 6,400 per unit
When a tax of US$ 1,000 was imposed, the seller had the choice of imposing the frill
USS 1,000 tax amount, and raise the price to US$ 7,400.
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Such an action would create a disincentive to the buyers, and would reduce the number
of cars sold to 380 units. This would not clear the market. The equilibrium price,
therefore, would be USS 7,000; the seller would still sell a car at USS 6,400, and absorb
USS 400 of the tax burden while the buyer would pay USS 600 the balance of the tax
liability. This is what is called the deadweight of tax, and it is represented by the triangle
ABC in the graph above. The portion ACd is the portion the suppliers of used cars would
bear, while BCd is the portion of the tax liability that the buyers of used cars would
suffer

2,8 The Gross National Product (GNP) And Balance Of Trade

As mentioned in Chapter One of this project, the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the
sum of all finished goods and services produced in an economy in a given period. When
the net eammgs from foreign are added to the GDP, the result is the Gross National
Product (GNP). But both values give an indication of how well the economy is doing.

There are two main methods of calculating either the GDP or the GNP;(i)

the national expenditure approach; and

(ii)

the national income approach.

Under the expenditure approach, the GNP is calculated as a composite of all private
consumption (C), private investment (I),Govemment demand for goods and services (G),
value of all exports (X) less the value of imports (M). This can be expressed as:-

GNP= C +1 + G + X-

This is the model that this thesis is investigating.

The income approach gives the composite value of the GDP. Under this model, the
assumption is that all income received by households is spent on consumption (C),
savings (S) or payment of taxes (T). Thus,
GDP=C + S + T*'
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It is worth noting that the income model is based on tfie assumption of a closed economy
wAere all income derived is paid to the owners of factors of production as wages, rent
and interest. In this model, it is assumed that Ae economy under consideration is self
reliant, and therefore neither imports or exports.

2,8.1 Tracking The GNP
Table 2(a). Gross National Product Performance
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The above table shows the performance of the GNP and related variables for the period
between 1974 and 1984 as reported in the Economic Surveys of 1978 through 1984. The
Economic Survey reports show monetary variables in Kenya Pounds {K£), which have,
however, been converted into Kenya shillings at the rate indicated in the reports. The
rate given is 1 K£= Kshs 20. The high growth rate of 1976 through 1978 was dnven by
fevourable coffee and tea prices in the intemational market.

The 1978 Economic Survey reports that the balance of trade was in fevour of Kenya
especially in 1977 when the rise of 30.6% on imports compared to an increase of 45.5%
in the growth of exports. This enabled the trade deficit to be reduced from K£ 61.8
million in 1976 to K£ 29.6 million in 1977. The Economic Survey further reported that
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total imports "rose to record levels of K£ 531.4 [10,628] million" in 1977 (page 79).
Foreign reserves are reported to have grown from K£ 114 million at the end of 1976 to
K£209 million at 1977 end.

1979 was a bad year for Kenya The 1980 Economic Survey reported that the adverse
effect on the economy was as a resuh of continuing low prices of coffee and tea in the
world market, drought conditions and rising prices of crude petroleum. The Government
also imposed tighter credit control on imports.

Table 2(b): Gross National Product Performance
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Table 2(b) shows the GNP performance between the period between 1985 and 1995.
There are some economic "shocks" that need pointing out. The first major jump in
economic performance occurred in 1986. This favourable economic posting was mainly
boosted by the above average intemational prices for Kenyan coffee which was due to
the severe frost that happened in Brazil in 1986. The coffee quotas were also abolished
by the International Coffee Organization. The world prices of petroleum oil reduced in
Ae world market The demand for Kenyan coffee in world market shot up, and boosted
our coffee earnings, which in turn had a positive impact in our GNP.

The second major fluctuation happened in 1992. This was the year when the in&mous
section 2A was repealed, and multiparty politics allowed with the general election held
later in the year. The GNP growth rate shot from 14.67% in 1991 to 24.39% in 1992, and
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peaked in 1993 at 27%. The Economic Survey reports that this was a period of "high
annual inflation of 46%, Treasury Bill rate of about 70% and general high commercial
bank interest rates... ". The GNP growth rate started dechning in 1993.

Table 2(c): GNP Perfonnance
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Table 2(c) above is similar to Table 2(a) and 2(b) in that it captures the performance of
the GNP over a ten year period between 1996 and 2005. Unlike the other tables. Table
2(c) captures more and reflects an interrogation of the variables. Of special note is the
interrogation of variables as reported in the Economic Survey to post percentage changes
to compare with the figures quoted by Govemment publications.

The economic decline that started in 1993 continued up to 2002, reaching its lowest in
2000 when the GNP growth rate reached negative 0.30% (-0.30%). This poor
perfonnance was a culmination of a combination of several adverse factors such as the
electricity power cmnch, the dilapidated infrastructure due to the El Nino rains and
iailure to secure renewed funding especially under the Enhanced Stmctural Adjustment
Programme of the IMF in 1998.

The GNP, however, registered a respectable growth rate of 2% which was mainly driven
by the good rains and the election money pumped into the economy. Ironically, the
general election also generated uncertainties, and adversely affected the economy in
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Wi{Economic Survey, page 19). The Economic Survey posted a GNP growth rate of
more dian double in 2005 from that of2004.

"•

2,9 Import Duty Performance
In addition to the import duty figures as reported by the Economic Surveys over the
period under review, the following table below posts figures from KRA Corporate
Plans.

Table 3: Import Duty Performance
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Source: KRA Corporate Plans For The Years 1993- 2006
Table 3 shows tax figures as published by the Kenya Revenue Authority in its three
corporate Plans for the period between 1994 and 2005. The table shows import duty
values as well as total tax eammgs for the period under review. The tax growth rate has
been nsing since 1994 except for 2003 when import duty registered a small decline.
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110 Tracking The Debt Of The Nation

'^(',

Table 4(a): The Debt Burden (Kshs million)
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Table 4(a) above shows the national debt and foreign reserve figures for the period
between 1974 and 1984. Though both the external and internal debt stock has
consistendy been rising, the external debt amount appears to rise faster than the internal
debt for the period under review.

There is a sharp increase in the net foreign reserves (excluding liability to LM.F.) for the
years 1976 and 1977. The Economic Survey reports that this is due to the exceptionally
high receipts from coffee and tea, and substantial capital inflows. The proceeds of the
fevourable coffee and tea prices helped reduce the liability to LM.F. from Kshs (million)
1,284.38 to Kshs (million) 923.34 in 1976 and 1977, respectively. The liability to I.M.F.
rose sharply between 1974 and 1975 due to loans under the 1974 Fund Oil Facility
programme. The loans were given due to the sharp increase of petroleum oil prices
imposed by the Oil Producing & Exporting Countries (OPEC).

There was a substantial rise in the liability to LM.F. from Kshs (million) 3,329.88 to
Kshs (million) 5,794.40 in 1981 and 1982, respectively. This is largely attributed to the
exchange rate between the Kenya shilling and the unit of the liability—the Special
Drawing Right (S.D.R). Up to 1980, the Economic Survey reports that 1 SDR was
exchanging for Kshs 9.60. hi Febmary and September 1981, however, the exchange rate
was 1 SDR- Kshs 10.15 and 1 SDR= Kshs 11.95, respectively. The total net reserves
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reduced from Kshs (miUion) 3,739.30 to Kshs (million) 2,528.62 for the years under
review.

Table 4(b): The Debt Burden (Kshs million)
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Table 4(b) shows debt and fr)reign reserves figures ft)r the period 1985 to 1994. It is easy
to notice the substantial increase of especially the foreign debt stock from 1992 to 1994.
The 1993 Economic Survey attributes to "... the rapid depreciation of the Kenya shilling
against currencies in which the debts are designated and the suspension of donor
assistance over the period " (page 87).

There is a noticeable reduction of the domestic debt portfolio "...partly due to the
redemption of stocks by the Central Bank of Kenya and decreased borrowing by the
Govemment using Treasury bonds"- Economic Survey (page 90). Foreign reserves
increased from Kshs 5,489.60 million in 1992 to Kshs 33,339.90 in 1993 due to
"... increased inflows in services and grants "- 1993 Economic Survey (page 5).
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Table 4(c). The Debt Burden (Kshs miUion)
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Table 4(c) posts debt and foreign reserves amounts for the period between 1996 and
2005. The downward movement of the liability to I.M.F. between 1997 and 1998 was as
a result of "... the suspension of the LM.F. Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility
(ESAF) in July J997"-1999 Economic Survey (page 4).

The favourable position of the foreign reserves in 2001 "...was due to the rescheduling
of Govemment loan repayment under the Paris Club Framework.."- 2002 Economic
Survey (page 128). The domestic debt stock increased from 2003 due to mainly the
implementation of the free primary education programme. The 2005 Economic Survey
reports that Govemment expenditure on "... social services increased by 4.9% fromKshs
106.1 billion in 2003/4 to Kshs 111.3 billion in 2004/5"- (page 2). The 2004 and 2005
foreign reserves amounts might have dramatically appreciated possibly due to the
adoption of the system of National Accounts (1993 SNA) and Govemment Financial
Statistics in 2003 and 2005.

2.11 Maxims Of Taxation
2.11.1 The First Maxim
Stnctly speaking, Adam Smith did NOT make mention of "canons^^" in his treatise;
rather he called his principles "Maxims". But canons and maxims seem to be
interchangeable according to Oxford Advanced Leamer's Dictionary; both are defined
as "a generally accepted rule, standard or principle by which something is judged ".
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The first maxim states,
"The subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the support of the
government, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities: that is,
in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of
thestate"*\

Adam Smith was of the view that the state would be practicing inequality in taxation
should it impose any kind of tax that does not conform to this principle. By this maxim.
Smith is in sync with the sentiments expressed earlier in this thesis: that the sources of
govemment revenue are loans, grants and taxes. It is the tax component in general that
Smith was addressing by stipulating the maxims.

To be in conformity with the stipulation of this maxim, the Customs & Excise Tariff
Handbook contains 99 Chapters (except Chapters 77 and 98) against which goods and
their respective rates are listed. Over 5,000 (over 90%) of the tariff lines attract ad
valorem (percentage) duty rates. The effect of charging import duty on percentage rate
ensures that the higher the import values of the goods, the higher the total amount of
taxes payable.

Insofar as the ability to pay is concerned, the implication is that the higher the income of
a citizen, the higher the value of their imports. Taxation on imported goods is also
equally progressive; the higher the value/ quantity of imported goods the higher the taxes
payable'**. This principle may also seem to imply that tax-paying citizens should expect
to enjoy both security and the requisite enabling environment and infrastructure to carry
on their business.

2.1U The Second Maxim
In his second maxim, Adam Smith stated,
"The tax which each individual is bound to pay ought to be certain, and not
arbitrary. The timeof payment, the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid,
ought all to be clear and plain to the contributor, and to every other person"*^.
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Smith was arguing for transparency in the collection of tax to avoid corruption. It is
better to quote the next sentence, for to paraphrase it is to do it injustice. Smift stated
"Where it is otherwise, every person subject to the tax is put more or less in the power of
tax-gatherer, who can either aggravate the tax upon any obnoxious contributor, or
extort, by the terror of such aggravation, some present or perquisite to himself The
uncertainty of taxation encourages the insolence and favours the corruption of an order
of men who are naturally unpopular, even where they are neither insolent nor corrupt".

During the budget speech, the minister for finance announces changes in import duty
rates (as contained in the Finance Bill) for the financial year, which would be applicable
to different classes of imported trade goods. After parliament has exhaustively debated
tfie budget and approved it, then the Finance Bill goes to the President for assent to
become law, and the rates of import duty come into effect. These are the rates of duty
applicable to imported cargo, and it is incumbent on anyone intending to import to
femiliarize themselves with the changes. This is the clanty and certainty that this maxim
stipulates.

In majonty of cases, the Finance Bill stipulates immediate implementation of the import
duty rates without giving a grace period for stay of the new rates on goods that are on the
high sea at the time of reading the Budget The impact of such announcements is that the
Kenyan importers would have to review the prices they had hitherto envisioned so as to
incorporate the new import duties payable.

2.1U The Third Maxim
The third maxim states,
"Every tax ought to be levied at the time, or in a manner, in which it is most
likely to be convenient for the contributor to pay it".

Smith was advancing the argument for a tax payer to be made aware when and how to
meet his liability to tax. It is the importer who decides when to have his/ her cargo
shipped to Kenya. To this end, the Customs & Excise Act stipulates that imported goods
attract customs duty at the time of importation.
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The law (Section 27 of the Customs & Excise Act) further provides that cargo imported
by a vessel/ aircraft can be declared in any of the following ways:
(i)
• (ii)

Home use
Warehousing

(iii)

Transshipment

(iv)

Transit

When an importer decides to declare the imported cargo directly for the local market, he/
she pays the requisite taxes on arrival of the goods, and he/ she takes delivery. The
conversion of the foreign currency into Kenyan shillings is according to the prevailing
selling exchange rate, ^ which is publicly available.

For an importer of goods for local market who has financial constraints or who first
wishes to fmd market for his goods, the warehousing procedure provides a relief until
the taxpayer is ready to meet his fiscal obligations. It is important to note diat not all
goods are eligible for warehousing, and also that warehousing of goods is not without
time limit Transit and transshipment cargo is not for local market.

In recognition of the convenience to pay taxes, the Customs Act makes a provision for
warehousmg of imported goods to give the importer some room to look for money to
pay duty and/ or the market for the goods. The following is the procedure for
warehousing of imported goods.

2.11 J.l Warehousing Of Imported Goods
Duty on imported goods can be paid at the time of importation or deferred on condition
that the goods are entered for warehousing. "Subject to any regulations, goods liable to
duty may on jirst importation be warehoused without payment of duty in a government
yuarehouse or a bonded warehouse licensed by the Commissioner^'".

The owner of imported goods wishing to warehouse them must agree with the terms of
the bond keeper, who agrees to sign the reverse of the warehousing documents (Form
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C63, whose Customs Procedure Code is W700) as a sign of accepting the goods in the
bonded warehouse. The owner of the goods can either execute his own bond or enter
into an agreement with a clearing agent for the latter to use his own (if he has any) to
secure the movement of the goods from the port to the warehouse. This type of security
is in Form CB 3. All securities for Customs purposes are signed between the principal,
the guarantor (who must be a bank or an insurance company) and is in favour of the
Commissioner of Customs.

<

ev /

Warehoused goods must be cleared from the warehouse witiiin six. months of such
warehousing, or such fiirther period as may be allowed by the Commissioner on
apphcation by the bond keeper^^. But such fiirther period must be applied for in form
C23 before the first six months elapse. The Commissioner is under no obligation to
allow such warehousing, but in any case where the state of the goods does not warrant
such fiirther re- warehousing, duty will be paid forthwith and they shall be removed from
such bonded warehouse.

Warehoused goods can be entered for home market (form C63, customs procedure code
C410), for export (CPC R300) or removal to another bonded warehouse (W720).
Bonded goods may be cleared from the bond in frill or part and duty becomes payable or
security availed for goods cleared for home market and export/ removal, respectively.
Ex-warehouse export goods are covered by Customs security bond (Form CB.4). Exwarehouse removal transaction is secured by Form CB.3 bond. Not all imported goods
can be warehoused; acids, ammunition, fireworks, firewood, sand and a host of other
goods are excluded from being eligible for warehousing'^.

Any agent or owner of the goods who presents falsified documents to the Customs is
guilty, and is liable to a maximum fine of one million five hundred thousand shillings^'*.
There is also a similar fine in the event that goods that were declared for warehousing
are diverted and found in other premises". Those who carmot afford the fine have the
option of abandoning their goods to the Customs for auction.
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U U The Fourth Maxim
The fourth and the last canon argued "Every tax ought to be so contrived as both to take
out and to keep out of the pockets of the people as little as possible, over and above what
it brings into the public treasury of the State

Smith goes on to elaborate four ways in

which a tax can either take out or keep the pockets of the people. The first is vAxeie the
collection of the tax requires many officers whose salaries consume a lot of money fi-om
the Treasury, ipso facto,placing additional tax on the people. The second is that the tax
can be intrusive to business and therefore discouraging people fi-om doing the kind of
business that attracts intrusive taxation.

Thirdly, the punitive fmes imposed on those who evade the tax may ruin their
businesses. The employees of such businesses and the community at large lose their
means of livelihood, not to mention the loss of that stream of revenue earnings to the
exchequer. The penalty, of course, is not necessarily confined to the offender.

Fourthly, the "frequent visits and the odious examination of the tax-gathers...exposes
them /businesses] to much unnecessary trouble, vexation, and oppression''". The cost of
admmistering such a tax is expensive considering the amount of resources expended.

Since the public finances govemment expenditure through taxation, it follows that the
same tax should be neither punitive nor costly to administer. The spirit of this maxim is
better captured by Jean-Baptise Colbert, a finance minister to Louis XFV. Baptise wrote,
"The art of taxation consists in so plucking the goose as to obtain the largest amount of
feathers with the least possible amount of hissing "^^.Thus, the maxim seems to urge the
government to exercise caution and fairness in designing a system of tax that has
minimum cost and resistance in its implementation.

hi view of the wishes of this maxim, the Customs & Excise Act states that where the
amount of import tax payable on any good is less than five shillings, the Comnussioner
should refrain from collecting the same'^. Further, in its efforts in undertaking debt
recovery programmes, the govemment should weigh the cost of such recovery against
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the costs incurred in pursuit of making good the loss. This is a provision that appears to
follow the adage of the cost/ benefit analysis.

The Customs Department, like all other departments of KRA, imposes a penalty of 2%
per month or part thereof of any amoimt of duty outstanding. Unlike in commercial
disputes, the tax authority can follow up on taxes outstanding, plus the compound
penalty, even to perpetuity^. This effectively means that a tax debt that was originally
manageable balloons over time, and i f its recovery is enforced, the guilty business may
&ce financial distress; and any element of feirness on the part of the tax authority
disappears. It is, however, worth noting that the Customs Department has captured the
spuit of prohibitive costs of recovery of evaded tax by incorporating in its provisions to
allow the Commissioner to refrain from collecting tax debt owed where its recovery
would be costly^'.

,.

112 Clearance Of Imported Cargo
Imported goods must be cleared from the port within twenty-one days after being
offloaded from the importmg vessel, failure of which they will be taken to customs and
advertised for public auction^^. The owner of imported goods so taken to customs may
get them back on payment of tax due within a period of up to seven days before the day
ofthe expected public auction*"'.

hnported goods to be cleared for direct home market are entered in the suigle entry
declaration form (C63). C63 form has a lot of Customs Procedure Codes (CPC) that
differentiate one class of goods from the other. For example, direct imports have code
C400, warehousing entry is W700 while ex- warehouse export is R300.

The Smgle Entry Declaration (C.63) is a result of deliberations of the Istanbul
Convention of 1990, held in Turkey under the auspices of United Nations, which agreed
that countries could form trading blocs to boost their economic growth. To expedite this,
trading blocs agreed to use a single document for all conveyance of goods within
member states. It is for this reason that Kenya implemented the form C63 in cognizance
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of its membership in COMESA Form C.63 forms part of the annexes to this project.

A complete set of documents required by the Customs for clearance of goods
consists of, among others, the following documents:(i)

Seven copies oftheC63; duly completed

(ii) Two copies of Import declaration forms (IDF).
(iii) One copy of value declaration form (C52)
(iv) Two copies of the invoice

'=fg »uf;^^ ;

;

(v) Original copy of the bill of lading or airway bill.
(vi) Copy of personal identification number for both importer and clearing agent

The import declaration form (IDF) is completed by the importer and presented to
Customs before the goods are shipped by the foreign supplier. Its simplest purpose is as
a declaration of intention to import goods into Kenya. Such information is subsequently
forwarded to the relevant pre-shipment inspection company who would inspect the
goods in regard to quality, quantity and price, and issue a clean report of findings
(CRF)". The law relating to the import declaration form is attached to this project as
Annex B and Annex Bi.

The declaration of customs value form (C.52) is completed by the importer to indicate
any relationship (if any) between the importer and the foreign supplier. Ordinarily, any
relationship between a supplier and an importer may influence the price of the goods
through huge discounts and/ or favourable credit periods. The relationship may be due to
common directorship in the importing company or others, or if one of the companies is
subsidiary of the other. The C.52 and the rules of how to complete it are attached to this
project.

If all the details are found to be in order, the customs officer affixes his signature and the
unporter pays the taxes due, plus the IDF fees, which is 2.75%*' of the CLE. value.
Handling charges are paid to the Kenya Ports Authority (for goods that come by ship)
just before the goods are released fi-om the port.
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2.13 Chapter Summary
This Chapter dealt with literature review on taxation as a whole insofer as other scholars
have written about taxation. The emphasis, however, was on the import tax regime. It
started with exploring the authority resting on the Customs Services Department of the
Kenya Revenue Authority to collect import duty tax. It further went on to highlight that
the import duty tax forms part of the tax revenues for the Govemment

The project looked at the import tax legal environment (including some intemational
gonventions such as the World Customs Organization Harmonized System of tariff
classification). The essence of such review was to confirm whether or not Kenya
Revenue Authority is in conformity with such intemational legal provisions. The review
went on to highlight intemational mles goveming such matters as tariff classification,
valuation of imported goods for tax purposes as well as scmtintzing how the well being
of the economy is assessed through the Gross National Product (GDP). The position of
the foreign reserves for the period 1994 to 2005 was also tracked.

Adam Smith's "maxims" of taxation were cited and looked at closely. It is how closely
related to such renowned tax principles that the legal environment of the Customs
Services Department of the Kenya Revenue Authority was put to the test.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.0 RESEARCH M E T H O D O L O G Y

i n^-^^^

v

3.1 Introduction
This Chapter describes the research methodology used in the study. It considers the study
population, the research procedure and data analysis method.

U Research Design
This project is a desk research because it only reviews the relevant literature that is
available. The import tax revenues will be the dependent variable and the Gross National
Product (GNP) will be the independent variable during the statistical test. Covariance will
indicate whether or not there is linear relationship between the two variables. The
conelation coefficient will show how strong the relationship is (if any).

• ,

The Rule of 70 will try to establish how long an economy should statistically take to
double its growth rate.
SJPopulation

n^o

.

The population of the study includes the Gross National Product (GNP), import duty
amounts, foreign reserve figures and the debt portfolio for Kenya covering the period
1974 to 2005 as reported in Govemment as well the Kenya Revenue Authority. The
purpose of presenting such reports was to show the trend analysis of the GNP growth,
the position of the national debt stock and the foreign reserves.
3.4 Sampling Design
Stmpling of data was done on a purposive basis. The information that was required was
picked from the sources cited above and analyzed. All elements were analyzed rather
than statistically sampled.
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3i Data Collection Methods
The data used was secondary, and therefore the project was a Hterature research. The
data was collected from Govemment publications such as the Customs tariff handbook,
the Statistical Annex to 2002/ 03 Budget, the East African Community Customs Union
Rules of Origin, the Seventh Schedule to the Customs & Excise Act, Economic Surveys
covering the period 1974 to 2005 and KRA Corporate Plans for the period 1995 to 2005.

3.6 Research Procedure
All the relevant published data was collected, and forms annexes to this project. No
questionnaires were designed but an in-depth analysis of the existing data was conducted
during the research.

3.7 Data Analysis Method
hi order to arrive at the covariance and correlation coefficient between the GDP and
unport duty taxes, measures of central tendencies (the mean of the two sets of variables)
and measures of dispersion such as variance and standard deviation were used.
Inferential statistics was also used (correlation coefficient) to determine the strength of
die relationship between GDP and import duty values. These tests were carried out in an
MS Excel spreadsheet.

3.8 Chapter Summary
This Chapter highlights the general research methodology used and the stmcture of the
research. This is a desk research on data as it exists in the public domain. The dependent
variable is the import duty revenues while the independent is the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP).

The population is the amounts of the two variables in addition to the values of the
foreign reserves and the debt portfolio. All the variables for the period under review
were deeply analyzed.

Measures of central tendencies (especially the mean of import duty revenue and GDP
were worked out). In addition, measures of dispersion (variance, standard deviation)
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were derived. The correlation coefficient was the only inferential statistical tool used to
indicate how strong a relationship existed between GDP and import duty.
All these testing measures were done with the use of MS Excel spreadsheet.

:7,
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0 RESULTS AND FINDINGS
This Chapter highlights the findings based on the interrogation of the data which was
presented in Chapter two. The Chapter is broken down into introduction, testing the
hypothesis with scientific tools and then the findings.
4.1Introduction
A casual glance at the data presented in Chapter two suggests that the spirit of import tax
laws is in conformity with the maxims of taxation of Adam Smith. As an example,
considering that more than ninety per cent of the import tariffs are ad valorem (in per
centum terms), it follows that the higher the value of an import shipment, the higher the
amount of tax paid. Thus, the first maxim would be satisfied. Deeper analysis, however,
indicates both practice and procedure at the tax regulatory body shows otherwise. This
chapter presents the findings based on statistically testing the data.

4.2 Findings Of The Study
The results of the findings are such that the Economic Surveys extensively show the
major items of Govemment expenditure and how such expenditure is financed. The
Economic Surveys also indicate the Gross Domestic Product growth, the import duty
revenues as well as the foreign reserves and debt portfolio position over the period 1974
to 2005.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the findings put the reported figures in the
Economic Survey copies and KRA Corporate Plans to test. The utterances of Govemment
publications may state one thing; the data test could tell a different story.

The following are highlighted as a consequence of the data interrogation:-
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42.1 Errors In Reporting

•It !

Table 5: Errors Of Reporting In €k)vemnient Statements
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Source: Economic Survey 1974-1985

There are several errors in the Economic Surveys in regard to the reporting. As an
example, the figures for the GNP are different in the Economic Survey of 1978 fi-om
those reported in the Economic Survey of 1980. The former reports the GNP of 1976 as
K£ million 1,374.48 while the latter indicates the GNP of the same year as K£ million
1,385. Same case of contradictory reporting applies in the Economic Survey of 1980
and 1987.

Whereas the above figures contain what can be arguably be passed off as small figures,
when the figures as reported in Economic Survey for the period 1994 to 2004 are
compared to those in the Corporate Plan the disparity is huge. The Economic Survey
reports that Kenya Shillings (in millions) 18,436.23; 21,907 and 21,392 was collected
as import duty for 2002, 2003 and 2004, respectively. During the same period,
however, the KRA Corporate Plan reports that Kenya Shillings 102,413; 100,573 and
110,240 was collected, respectively.
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Similar errors become evident on interrogating the variables as reported in the
Economic Survey. As an example, the fourth row of Table 2(c) reflects the GNP
growth rate as reported in the Economic Survey. On the other hand, the fifth row shows
the actual GNP percentage rate as worked out in the MS Excel spreadsheet for this
project. The two rows reflect totally different figures. Whereas the Economic Survey
reports that the economy registered a negative 0.30% in 2002, the calculations on the
spreadsheet actually yields a 5.43% growth rate [Kshs (million) 622160.86 in 1999
against Kshs (million) 655,959.06 in 2000].
- . : .

;

•
"
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These errors then bring to question the veracity of the data as reported in Govemment
published documents as well as the reports carried in local media about the exemplary
perfonnance of the Kenya Revenue Authority.

As an example, the revenue figures as posted in various publications do not indicate
the cost of collection/ administration of taxation. One such cost that is deserving of
reporting was the mtroduction by the Customs Department of a web-based clearance
document processing computer system (Simba 2005). No cleanng agent can transact
with Customs unless he or she has intemet connection. This clearly inconveniences the
taxpayer, and ipso facto, contravenes the maxims of taxation.

The Department may also be withholding tax refiinds as indicated by the legal suit
against KRA by Habo Agencies on refiind of taxes that have not been granted [See
Mombasa High Court Civil Case No. 167 of 2006].

When the data as reported in Economic Surveys was fiirther interrogated, the result of
such analysis revealed that the GNP actually grew at an average rate of 15.50% per
year from Kshs 19,496.60 million in 1974 to Kshs 81,377.80 million m 1984 contrary
to report of the Economic Survey.

The import duty rate grew at an average rate of 17.05% for the period under review.
As a percentage of GDP, the import duty grew at an average rate of 4.84% per year. As
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a percentage of Import CLF. value, import duty grew at an average rate of 16.81% for
the same period. The import CLF. value grew at an average rate of 12.65% per year
from Kshs 7,296 million in 1974 to Kshs 21,004.4 in 1984.
Import duty values are equally erroneous as reported between Economic Survey
statements and KRA Corporate Plans. Whereas the Corporate Plans report higher
import duty earnings, the Economic Surveys report lower figures. As an example, the
Economic Survey [Table 2(c)] reports that Kshs (million) 21,583.67; 18,435.23;
21,907; 21,392 and 23,203 was collected as import duty in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004 and
2005, respectively. During the same period. The KRA Corporate Plan [Table 3] reports
that Kshs (million) 98,748, 102,413; 100,573; 110,240; and 124,970.

As reported in the Introduction chapter of this research project, the CBK report (as
cited by the Standard newspaper dated October 23, 2001) Kshs (million) 165,041 and
Kshs (million) 168,519 was collected as tax in the years 1999 and 2000. The Corporate
Plan [Table 3], on the other hand, posts Kshs (million) 188,519 and Kshs (million)
157,663 as having been collected during 1999 and 2000, respectively. The Economic
Survey [Table 2(c)] on its part, reports that Kshs (million) 173,579.10 and Kshs
(million) 188,590.28 was collected during 1999 and 2000.

'

412 Change In Accounting Of GDP
A closer look at the fiindamentals that are reported in the Economic Surveys as driving
the economy for the period 1996 to 2005 do not reflect such huge postings. From a
dismal growth rate of negative 0.3% in 2001, the economic growth rate ahnost doubled
from 2.8% in 2003 to 4.3% in 2004 (2005 Economic Survey, page 1> The GDP growth
rate was reviewed, and was subsequently posted as 4.9%. The GDP growth rate for 2005
is recorded as 5.8% {2006 Economic Survey page 1).

These growth rates are not consistent with established economic principles such as the
Rule of 70. What seems to be the most possible explanation for the abmpt huge
economic growth is the adoption by the Govemment in 2004 of a new GDP valuation
method called System of National Accounts (1993 SNA) which the Govemment
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implemented in 2003. In 2005 again, the Govemment implemented what is commonly
referred to as Govemment Finance Statistics (GFS 2001). The 2006 Economic Survey
(page 7) describes GFS 2001 as "...the latest in a series of intematiorujl guidelines on
Statistical Methodology that have been issued by the IMF".

Economic Survey goes on to describe the GFS 2001 as "...This system introduces the use
of several balancing items that include Net operating balance, Net lending/ Borrowing,
Net worth among others... ". The effect of inclusion of such items is likely to increase
the value of the wealth of firms that are the building blocks of the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). And the upshot of such inclusion of accounting items as presented by
GFS 2001 would post a favourable figure of the GDP insofar as finished goods and
services form part of the outputs of such economic units and are the variables that form
the aggregate GDP.

4iJ Discrimination In Taxation
Part A of the Third Schedule to the Customs & Excise Act enumerates privileged
organizations and personnel who are exempt from Customs taxation. Such exempt
personnel and organizations include charitable organizations. Members of Parliament,
saferi rally drivers and the Aga Khan Development Network, among many others.

Exempting such kind of personnel and organizations seems contrary to the first maxim in
that these organizations and personnel are able to pay the Customs taxes yet they enjoy
duty free imports.

* • -

i'^i

;

4i.4 Discrimination In Valuation For Tax Purposes
Until Financial Year 2004, the value for Customs purposes for goods imported as
airfreight was not calculated as the sum of Cost, Insurance and Freight. Rather, the
freight element was calculated as half of the freight cost contrary to the Seventh
Schedule to the Customs & Excise Act. This was in accordance with Item 15, Part B of
the Third Schedule to the Customs & Excise Act.
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Through the Finance Act 2004, the Minister for Finance removed altogether the freight
component from the Customs value base. The effect of such removal of the freight cost
from Customs value is discriminatory as such action seems to be contrary to economic
efficiency principle of a good tax system. The action of the Minister seems to distort
allocation of resources in fevour of those who import by air as their tax base which only
incorporates two elements—Cost and Insurance, rather than Cost, Insurance and Freight.

4J.5 Double Taxation- Tax On Tax
The computations of tax on imports under Item 2.4.4.0. of Chapter two indicate the
punitive fiindamental on taxation on imports; that is tax on tax. It is important to note
that die basis of valuation for excise is the sum of CLF. plus import duty; the Vat value
is the sum of C.I.F., import duty and excise duty. It is by this action of taxing a tax that
makes the effective tax rise as high as 86% of the import value.

Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the commonly called deadweight of tax.
Deadweight of tax shows the total impact of taxation, and it is an indication of monetary
loss to society as a whole. Much as the sellers would wish to include the entire amount
of the tax into the price of the car, the reality is that both the buyer and seller must bear
some portion of the tax. This is because to include the entire amount of the tax into the
price of the car would make the sell price higher than what the market would be willing
to take. In effect, however, the total units of cars sold reduced due to the introduction of
a tax notwithstanding die fact that the seller absorbed part of the tax. The effect of the
tax, therefore, is a loss to society in that the tax suppresses the optimal output that the
society would have otherwise enjoyed.

Further, the illustration on taxation of the imported milk and motor car under Item 2.6 of
Chapter Two needs to be brought into the analogy of the deadweight of tax. The factor
of 0.86 and 0.74 for the milk and motor vehicle, respectively, would have made the price
of the two items sky rocket i f all the incidental costs were fectored in. It, therefore.
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follows that the tax system is not convenient to the tax payer, which is contrary to the
Third Maxim.

\

42.6 Neglecting To Comply With Legal Provisions

. '>> sir;

Notwithstanding clear legal stipulations that were put in place in January 2000, die
Customs Department has not published any judicial decision in regard to valuation that
has been issued to the taxpayers. This is contrary to the Second Maxim that propagates
certainty on the amount and marmer of the tax to be paid.

41.7 The Growing Debt Burden To The Nation
Given that borrowing, taxation and divestiture are the three main sources of Govemment
revenue, it follows from economic principle that any surplus would ordinarily be used to
reduce the debt stock or increase the foreign exchange reserves of the nation. The
analysis did not show any of these two happening, except in a few instances which were
comprehensively explaining in Govemment reports. It may be a valid point to wonder
why the debt to this nation has been rising against the background of reported growing
tax revenue earnings.

i2.S Testing GNP Growth- The Rule of 70
MS Excel spreadsheet was used to interrogate critical variables, especially import duty
earnings and the Cjross National Product (GNP). The first of these tests was the Rule of
70, which is an easy to use tool that is commonly used by economists to calculate how
long it would take for an economy to double given its average annual growth rate.

The formula for the Rule of 70 is given as:70/r;

'

,

i

Where
r is the annual economic growth rate

hi some instances, however, 72 is normally used as the denommator for growth rates
beyond 5%. In the latter case, the method becomes known as the Rule of 72. As an
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example, assuming an annual growth rate of 4%, it would take 17.5 (70/ 4) years for the
income of the economy to double.

' \

Table 6 below is a spreadsheet working of the GNP values and growth rates as reported
in the Economic Surveys. The fields covering the years 1974 to 1989 have been hidden
with a view to accommodating the table in one page. The fiUl tabulations form an
attachment to this project

-

• =

Table 6: Tabulations Based On The Rule Of 70
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The first and second columns of the table above constitute the year and the GDP value;
the third column is the reported GDP growth rate. The last column is the result of
dividmg die 70 with the reported annual growth rate. The higher the growth rate (the
denominator in the Rule of 70 application), the lesser the number of years it would take
the economy to double its income. To this end, the least number of years required for the
economy to double its income relates to the year 2005- which is slightly above twelve
years at an armual growth rate of 5.8%.

One of the most interesting readings relate to GNP for 2004 and 2005. The result of the
growth of the GNP values from 2004 to 2005 is 28.14% [Kshs (million) 1104356 and
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Kshs (million) 1415155 for 2004 and 2005, respectively] even though the Economic
Survey reports indicate growth rate of 5.80% between 2004 and 2005.

'' \

\13 Testing The Hypothesis
Table 7: Calculating Covariance
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Table 7 shows the result of working on import duty and GNP amounts from 1974 to
2005. Some fields have been hidden so as to accommodate the spreadsheet in one page.
The ftill spreadsheet is attached as an annexture to this project.

Column 1, 2 and 3 show the year, GNP amount as reported in the Economic Survey. The
mean of the GNP has been calculated using MS Excel spreadsheet functions. Columns 5
and 10 show the variances of GNP and import duty. The last column shows the product
of the variation from the mean of GNP and import duty. The purpose of the spreadsheet
is to work out both the covariance and correlation coefficient to detennine;(i)

whether or not both GNP and import duty have linear relationship; and

(ii)

the sfrength of the relationship between import duty and GNP
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The formula for covariance is
Cov = <^-^XYi.T)

Where
Cov = covariance; X = mean of GNP;

Y = mean of import duty; and

are standard deviation of GNP and import duty, respectively.

From the spreadsheet ioterrogation of the variables, the covariance worked out as
positive 3346690697.02. This indicates that there is a positive relationship

U9,l Calculating The Correlation Coefficient
The formula for correlation coefficient (r) is:correlation coefficient (r) = Cov (x, y)/

The properties of the correlation coefficient are that it fells between -1 and +1. There is
no relationship between two variables if the correlation coefficient is zero (0). From the
spreadsheet workings, the correlation coefficient worked out as 0.026755. This indicates
a very weak linear relationship between GNP and import duty values. It therefore
follows that the hypothesis is null.

From the foregouig, therefore, the Customs Services Department of the Kenya Revenue
.Authority does not follow the maxims of taxation of Adam Smith.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0 SUMMARY, C O N C L U S I O N S AND R E C O I M M E N D A T I O N S
5.1 Introduction
This Chapter highlights the summary of the research analysis and the literature review
that investigated whether or not the Kenya Revenue Authority operates in accordance
with the maxims of taxation as stipulated by the Adam Smith, the Father of modem
economics.
5.2 Summary Of The Study

t

^

The project was undertaken to test whether or not the Kenyan import regime is
compliant with maxims of taxation of Adam Smith. This was meant to analyze the
reported ever rising import tax earnings against the background of the slow performing
Gross National Product. The project analyzed the legal operating environment of the
Customs Services Department of the Kenya revenue Authority to assess whether KRA is
complying with the "maxims " of taxation.

Data was presented and tested to prove or disapprove the project hypothesis that the tax
import regime as overseen by the KRA was in conformity with the "maxims" of
taxation. Data, as published by KRA and the Government, was interrogated to establish
the veracity of such reports.

•. .

^

The variables mterrogated to test the hypothesis were the import duty amounts and the
GNP as reported by KRA and in the Economic Surveys covering the period 1974 to
2005, respectively.

5J Conclusions
There were obvious errors in Govemment publications such as the Economic Surveys in
reportmg of figures of economic indicators such as the GNP. The debt stock and foreign
reserve figures were also analyzed. None of the clusters of data gave an indication of a
strong linear relationship between tax eamings and the GNP figures. The correlation
coeflTicient proved that the linear relationship between the import duty amounts and GNP
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values was 0.0267, indicating a very weak relationship. The testing model therefore does
not hold, and the project hypothesis that the Customs Department of the Kenya Revenue
Authority operates in accordance with Adam Smith's maxims of taxation is invalidated.

5.4 Policy Recommendations
• Govemment publications should post fectual figures. It casts doubts about the veracity of
data as published when different sources post different figures about economic
performance. For example, the researcher was constrained while undertaking the study
when various editions of the Economic Surveys indicated different readings for the GNP
for same years. The same variations in tax and GNP figures were published by the
Central Bank of Kenya, KRA and the Economic Surveys.

• .Although KRA makes efforts to educate the urban Kenyan taxpayer, it should try to
establish information centres, especially in the mral areas so as to sensitize the general
public on the trends of tax laws. It may be a busmess boom to spread the word about
opportunities that exist in economic groupings such as COMESA, East African
Community and preferential trade fecilities such as the African Growth & Opportunity
Act (AGOA).

• The period covered by the project (especially 1974- 2005) saw the VAT on imported
goods swing from 17% to 16% and back again to 18%, then back again to 16%,
sometimes the changes in tax rates were implemented within short periods. Business
people who had ordered for their goods from abroad factoring an importation VAT of
16% had their profit margins eroded when the finance minister increased the tax rate
while the goods were in high seas. It may augur well for business i f mini- budgets are
avoided so as to create the certainty advocated so many years ago by Adam Smith.

• To elevate itself to a higher level of compliance to the "maxims" of taxation, the
Customs & Excise Department of the KRA should incorporate a clause in its tax laws
diat if a person who contravenes its laws is not prosecuted within a period of time such
as six years, then no legal action should be taken against such a person. As it is, the
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Customs Act has no cut- ofiF point whereby an offence can be forgiven on grounds of
lapse of certain period of time before prosecution.

\

• Further, the appointment of an agent by the Commissioner of Customs & Excise for
anotiier person in the recovery of tax owed (Section 166) is blind to the principle of
privity to a contract The appointment of an agent is the sole prerogative of the principal,
and it is an abuse of the due process of intemational law and conventions for the
Commissioner to appoint an agent for someone else.

• Finally, it is of utmost importance to give accurate credit to literary work. Much as this
research owes its very existence to the citation of Adam Smith's work by Hardwick, P.
etal on their publication An Introduction To Modern Economics, it is only fair that the
authors should reflect the correct name of the principles of taxation. Adam Smith called
them "ntaxims" of taxation. Hardwick P., et al nicknamed them "canons" of taxation
(page 287). Literary works, especially writings that bring profound effect on society as
the writmgs of Adam Smith did, need to be handled with die respect they deserve. Let
authors quote the words of the gum correctly.

5i Suggestions For Further Reading/ Research
Even though the hypothesis of the project has been negated by statistical testing tools, it
may still be of academic interest to pursue the subject further, especially after data
becomes readily available and more accurate. Availability of information in many
Govemment or quasi- autonomous Govemment entities is very sketchy and difficult to
obtain.

Secondly, it is not only the import tax regime that needs investigation; the other tax
departments should be subjected to scmtiny to see how well they conform to the maxims
of taxation, hnport tax is an indirect tax: Suppose academia were to be mterested in
looking closely at the direct taxation in Kenya; more so the Income Tax Act?
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Thirdly, did Adam Smitii exhaust all the stipulations in regard to taxation? How about
making it the fifth "maxim " that the Govemment should be accounting for the taxes
collected by embracing fiill disclosure requirements (including notes to the published
statements) say in quarterly periods? Such fiill disclosures may explain "economic
shocks" that in tum may explain sudden GDP growth rates.
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END NOTES

^

'Article 5(2) of the Treaty Establishing the East African Community provides that the
Customs union shall be the entry point to evolve to common market, monetary union,
economic union and finally a political federation.

^Article 2(4) of the Protocol On The Establishment Of The East African Community
Customs Union states that "customs duties and other charges of equivalent effect imposed on
imports shall be eliminated save as provided for in this Protocol".

' In 1994, the Summit of the Americas agreed to create a Free Trade Area of the Americas.
One of the groups formed was charged with studying customs procedures and rules of origin.
See The World Bank (2002). Development, Trade and the WTO (page 120).

^ See Hardwick, P. et al (1999). Introduction To Modem Economics (pg 375).

' Household income is spent on consumption, savings, imports or taxes—See Hardwick, P.
(ibid, pg 369)
'KRA Corporate Plan 2000-2003 (pg 14).

/

;

'See the Standard newspaper of October 23, 2001 (pg 14) quoting CBK report.
' See East African Standard of November 29, 2001 (pg 4).
'The Comesa Treaty Article 1(a) and the Treaty for the Establishment of The East Afncan
Community Customs Union has the effect of reducing the import revenue base for the
Partner States, Kenya included.

'"The expenditure model of calculating the GDP indicates that the GDP is the sum of
consumption (C), Govemment expenditure (G), private investment (I), and the difference
between exports (X) and imports (M). See Hardwick, P. (ibid, pg 368). Further, Govemment
expenditure mainly consists of salaries & allowances, recurrent and development expenditure
and interest payment on loans—See Statistical Annex to the Budget Speech (2004; pg 3).

" Some of the bilateral donor countries include UK, Germany, Japan, Canada, USA and
Italy. Multilateral agencies include African Development Bank (ADB), International Bank
for Reconstmction and Development (IBRD) commonly called the World Bank, the Arab
League and the umbrella Oil Producing & Export Countries (OPEC).
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^* Basic economics teaches that every investor is a rational being. Thus the total return
expected must be commensurate with the risk taken, the higher the risk taken the higher is
the expected retum.

^'Lonrho Ltd, once a company listed in the Nairobi Stock Exchange, collapsed. Delphis
Bank is currently under Central Bank statutory management, among others. The Anglo-Dutch
Properties Co. of Mr Jared Kangwana floated shares in 2000 the result of which was
disastrous.
- >

^ Among sources of economic growth is investment in physical and human capital,
advancements in technology and institutions and policies that improve economic efficiency.
Such policies include secure property rights and political stability. See Economics: Private
mdPublic Choice, IQ^ edition (page 377).

"See Andrew Harrison,

a/. (2000). Intemational Business {.po, 249)

It is interesting to note that whereas majority of recommended course texts (e.g. Madura)
admit that the first level of entry into a country by a multinational is through exportation, the
text books hardly ever go into the details of treatment of goods at points of importation.

Regional economic groupings are a topical issue. Kenya is a member of the Comesa
economic group. This country is also a member of the East African Community the three
East African Presidents having signed the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African
Community in Amsha, Tanzania, on November 30, 1999.
\- •' ±c OH

Since there are reports that KRA has been exceeding its targets, then it follows that the
Govemment has been having Budget surplus. It then follows that the excess funds would
have been used to increase our foreign reserves or reduce public debt (See James D.
Gwartney, et al (ibid pg 696/

The Customs & Excise Act, Cap 472 Laws of Kenya

:• i s ' -

"'The excise duty ftinction was taken to the Domestic Taxes Department (DTD) in July
2005 after KRA was restmctured

It is the rate on the 90-day Treasury Bill that is widely used as the risk free rate while
compounding retum on a financial instmment. The higher the risk of a financial instmment.
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the higher the risk premium and, ipso facto, the higher the retum. See Eugene F. Brigham &
Joel F. Houston (2001). Fundamentals Of Financial Management (pg 197).
'a

Hardwick, P. e/a/, (ibid, pg 566).

" "The Bank [ofEngland] is also responsible, on behalf of the govemment, for the issue of
new coins... growth in GDP and a rise in economic activity stimulates individual and
business demands for currency. Thus, the Bank has to increase the supply of notes and coin
to meet the growing needs of the community", Hardwick, P. et al (ibid, pg 434).

Air Passenger Services Charge and mobile cellular services attract tax but the latter is
collected by the VAT Department. The Finance Bill of June 2002 imposed a 20% export rate
on hides, skins and scrap metal.

research has tracked changes as captured by the Economic Survey since 1974

"'Section 3(a) of the Provisional Collection of Taxes and Duties Act.
'Section 2 of the Customs & Excise Act, Cap 472 Laws of Kenya.

full text of the valuation for Customs purposes is the Seventh Schedule to the Customs
& Excise Act. It is one of the annexes to this project.

Fmance Act, 2004, however, removed the freight component from the tax base on
goods imported as air cargo.

Brussels Definition of Value (BDV) that has now been replaced by the WTO
Agreement on Customs Valuation (ACV).

'"'Section 122(5) of the East African Community Customs Management Act directs the
Council of Ministers to publish in the Gazette judicial decisions and administrative mlings of
general application giving effect to the Fourth Schedule [Schedule gives guidelines on the
determination of value of imported goods].
• —•

''SeeHardwick, P. (ibid pg 375).
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"SeeHardwick, P. (ibid pg375).

1,

As stated earlier, it is Hardwick, P. (ibid) that made reference to "canons " of taxation
(page 287), and cited The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith. It is the work of Hardwick
that prompted this research.

"Adam Smith (1776). The Wealth of Nations Books I V - V (page 416)-[Edited with an
introduction and notes by Andrew Skinner (1999)].

''The progressive tax rates are also contained in the Income Tax Act, cap 470 Laws of
Kenya. The Third Schedule (Rates of Personal Relief and Tax) moves progressively from
10%, 15%, 20%, 25% and 30% on all income of a resident person.

"Adam Smith (ibid pg416).

*The rate of exchange to be used to convert foreign currency is the selling rate as last
notified by the Central Bank—see section 127(3) of the Customs & Excise Act.

" Section 36 of the Customs & Excise Act.

"Section 46 of the Customs & Excise Act.
"Regulation 61 to the Customs & Excise Act.
"See section 187 of the Customs &. Excise Act.
"See section 185 of the Act.
Udam Smith (ibid pg317)
"Adam Smith (ibid; pg 418).
"See Stiglitz, J.E. (2000). Economics Of The Public Sector (pg 467).

"See section 128 of Customs & Excise Act. Also, the June 2002 Finance Bill amended the
threshold from Kshs 5.00 to Kshs 100.

"Section 225A and 235 of Customs & Excise Act.
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" See section 158B of the Act. This provision was invoked in 2004 to grant amnesty for tax
payers to voluntarily declare and pay the taxes they had previously under-declared or evaded.

'^Section 27 of the Customs & Act
See Principal Regulation 274 to the Customs & Excise Act
"The contract between the Govemment and pre-shipment inspection (PSI) companies
lapsed early 2005.

" See Principal Regulation 38A(5) to the Act.

ANNEXE
127D. (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of the Act, the Minister may, by, notice
in the Gazette, prescribe certain imported goods which shall be subject to preshipment inspection.
(2) the Commissioner may appoint any person for the purposes of conducting preshipment inspection of the goods prescribed under subsection (1)
(3) An appointment under subsection (2) shall be subject to such terms and
conditions as may be agreed in writing between the Govemment and the
appointed person
(4) A person appointed under subsection (2) shall, on completion of pre-shipment
inspection of any goods, issue a certificate of such inspection to the
Commissioner and to the importer.
(5) Goods in respect of which a certificate has been issued under subsection (4)
shall not be subjected to any further inspection except by a proper officer
(6) A person who, at the commencement of this section is appointed by the
Minister to conduct pre-shipment inspection, shall be deemed to be a person
appointed by the Commissioner and to the importer.
(7) In this Section, the expression in this section, the expression "pre-shipment
inspection" means the examination of imported goods prior to Shipment in
order to ascertain the description, quality, quantity and the value of such
goods.

38A (I) the imported goods specified in the Fifth schedule shall be subject to pre-shipment
inspection in accordance with section 127D of the Act.
(2) The commissioner shall notify in the Gazette the name of every person appointed as
a preshipment agent and shall specify in relation thereto the countries or regions at
which such person shall conduct pre-shipment inspection.
(3) An importer of goods other than the goods specified in the Sixth Schedule shall,
prior to shipment of such goods , complete an import declaration for in Form C62
and present it together with an application fee of five thousand shillings to the office
in Kenya of a pre-shipment inspection agent operating at the place where such goods
were purchased.
(4) on receipt of an import declaration form under paragraph (3) the pre- shipment
inspection agent shall, where the respective goods are subject to pre-shipment
inspection, proceed to inspect such goods in accordance with the provisions of the
Act.
(5) An importer shall present a copy of the import declaration form completed under
paragraph (3) to the Customs at the time of entering the goods, together with an
import declaration fee which shall be two and three quarters percent (2.75%)of the
dutiable value of the goods.
Reduce by an amount equal to the application fee paid under paragraph (3).
Provided that the amount deducted under this paragraph shall not exceed the import
declaration fee payable.
Provided that no import declaration fee shall be payable in respect of goods intended
for use in the manufacture of goods for export.
(6) where any goods subject to pre-shipment inspection are imported prior to such
inspection, the goods may be inspected locally at a fee which shall be(i)

in the case of motorvehicles, twenty per cent of the
assessed f o.b value; and

(ii)

in the case of all other goods, ten percent of the
assessed f o.b value

(7) the Minister may waive the import declaration fee payable under paragraph (5) or
the local inspection fee payable under paragraph (6), or both, where he is satisfied that

A

the pre-shipment inspection could not be carried out prior to shipment due to
circumstances beyond the control of the owner.
(8) Local inspection of any gods under paragraph (6) shall be limited to two
consignments per importer and any excess thereof shall be subject to a surcharge of
five per cent in addition to fees chargeable under paragraph (6);
(9) where it appears to the Commissioner that consignments of goods have been
devided by the importer in order to evade inspection, the Commissioner may treat the
goods as one consignment and such goods shall be duly inspected locally and duty
levied accordingly
(10) A courier service company which uses the concesion granted under subparagraph
(xviii) of paragraph (2) of the fifth schedule shall be guilty of an offence and liable to
a fine not exceeding six hundred thousand shillings.
(11) In this regulation" pre-shipment inspection" has the meaning assigned ti it in section 127D of the
Act;
"pre-shipment inspection agenf means a person appointed by the Commissioner
under section 127D(2) of the Act.
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Though the project was started and handed in 2002, a lot has happened since then. The
three East African countries of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania have deepened their
integration by forming the East African Community Customs Union as an integral and
the entry point, which is expected to uhimately evolve to a political federation.

One of the effects of the commencement of the implementation of East African
Community Customs Union is the reduction of the maximum rates of import duty on
imported goods, and a total elimination of import tariffe on goods of Ugandan and
Tanzanian origin. The Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Community
Customs Union provides that the highest import duty rate is 25% for goods imported
from outside the Community. Some goods (variously called sensitive goods) such as
sugar, cement, khanga and milk attract duty rates as high 100%.

The fundamentals of this research, however, are as valid as they were four years ago
notwithstanding the foregoing recent developments in economic field. I f any thing, the
flurry of activities leading to the commencement of the Customs Union within the
framework of the East African Community is a vindication of this study: the import tax
regime is a topical and import area especially in this era of globalization.

Care, however, has been taken to incorporate these recent developments and update the
research as these activities unfold. The import duty rates may have come down but the
practice and procedure of levying import duty rates remain as they have always been.

We may live in different countries but are undeniably dependent and interconnected with
each other through such recent phenomena as globalization. David Ricard might have

i

talked of comparative advantage borne of his agony by the seeming inability of England
to feed its population. The free trade Ricardo argued for has visited on us some offshoots
that we must contend with.

'-*

The statement that we live in the information age has stopped being a cliche; it is now a
reality. International trade is serious business. The public needs, nay, must know about all
issues relating to the same; tariff and/ or non tariff practices included. Import regime is
just one of the many issues.

ii

^ ANNEX A
SEVENTH SCHEDULE
Value of Imported Goods
1. (1) The value of any imported goods shall be taken to be the normal price, that is to say the
price which they would fetch when they are entered for home use or, i f they are not so
entered, at the time of importation) on a sale in the open market between buyer and
seller independent of each other.
(2)The normal price of any imported goods shall be determined on the following
assumptions—
(a) that the goods are treated as having been delivered to the buyer at the port or place
of importation; and
(b) that the seller will bear freight, insurance, commission and all other costs, charges
and expenses incidental to the sale and delivery of the goods at that port or place:
but
(c) that the buyer will bear any duty or tax chargeable in Kenya.
2. A sale in the open market between buyer and seller independent of each other
presupposes(a) that the price is the sole consideration; and
(b) that the price made is not influenced by any commercial, financial or other
relationship, whether by contract or otherwise, between the seller or any person
associated in business with him and the buyer or any person associated in
business with him (other than the relationship created by the sale of the goods in
question); and
(c) that no part of the proceeds of the subsequent resale, use or disposal of the goods
will accrue either directly or indirectly to the seller or any person associated with
him.
3. Where the goods to be valued(a) are manufactured in accordance with any patented invention or are goods to

a

which any registered design has been applied; or
(b) are imported under a foreign trade mark, or are imported for sale (whether or not
after further manufacture) under a foreign trade mark, the normal price shall be
determined on the assumption that the price covers the right to use the patent,
design or trade mark in respect of the goods.
4. For the purpose of paragraph 3 "trade mark" includes a trade name and a get up, and a
foreign trade mark is a trade mark used for the purpose of indicating that goods in relation to
which it is used are those of(a) a person by whom the goods to be valued have been grown, produced,
manufactured, selected, offered for sale or otherwise dealt with outside Kenya; or
(b) a person associated in business with any person referred to in subparagraph (a); or
(c) a person to whom any person referred to in subparagraph (a) or (b) has assigned
the goodwill of the business in connexion with which the trade mark is used.
5. Two persons shall be deemed to be associated in business with one another if, whether
directly or indirectly, either of them has any interest in the business or property of the other,
or both have a common interest in any business or property, or some third person has an
interest in the business or property of both of them.
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T H E EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY CUSTOMSUNION (RULES OF ORIGIN)
RULES

RULE 1
Citation

This Rules may be cited as the East African Community Customs Union (Rules of Origin)
Rules (hereunder referred to as the "Rules").

RULE
Purpose of the Rules of Origin

The purpose of these Rules is to implement the provisions of Article 14 of the Protocol and
to ensure that there is uniformity among Partner States in the application of the Rules of
Origin and that to the extent possible the process is transparent, accountable, fair, predictable
and consistent with the provisions of the Protocol.

RULE 3
Interpretation

In these Rules, unless where the context otherwise requires:

"change in tariff heading criteria" means the criteria according to which substantial
transformation deemed to have occurred when all materials used in the production of a
product are classified in a heading other than that of the product;

"classified" means the classification of a product of material under a particular heading in
the Harmonized Description and Coding System;
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"Committee" means the East African

Community Committee on Trade

Remedies

established under Article 24 of Protocol on the Establishment of the East African Community
Customs Union;

">?

"competent authority" means a body or organization designated by a Partner State to issue
East African Community Certificates of Origin;

"Council" means the Council of Ministers of the Community established by Article 9 of the
Treaty;

"customs value" means the value as determined in accordance with the Agreement on
Implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade, 1994 (WTO
Agreement on Customs Valuation);

"ex-factory cost" means the value of the total inputs required to produce a given product;

"goods" means both materials and products;

"heading" means four digit codes used in the Harmonized Commodity Description and
Coding System;

"manufacturing" means any kind of working or processing, including assembly or specific
operations;

"materials" means raw materials, semi-finished products, products, ingredients, parts and
components used in the production of goods;

"Partner States" means the Republic of Uganda, the Republic of Kenya and the United
Republic of Tanzania and any other country granted membership under Article 3 of the
Treaty;

iii

"produced" and "a process of production" include the application of any operation or
processes with the exception of any operation or processes as set out in Rule 7 of these
Rules;

"producer" includes a mining, manufacturing or agricultural enterprise or any individual
grower or craftsman who supplies goods for export;
"Secretariat" means the Secretariat of the Community established by Article 9 of the
Treaty;

"substantial transformation criteria" means the criteria according to which origin is
determined by regarding as the country of origin, the country in which the last substantial
manufacturing or processing , deemed sufficient to give the commofity its essential character
is carried out;

"Summit" means the Summit established by Article 9 of the Treaty;

"Treaty" means the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community;

"value added" means the ex-factory cost of a finished product minus the customs value of
the materials imported from outside the Partner States and used in the process of production;

"vessel of a Partner State" means a vessel of a Partner State which is registered in a Partner
State and satisfies one of the following conditions:
(a) at least 75 per centum of the officers of the vessel are nationals of the Partner State;
or
(b) at least 75 per centum of the crew of the vessel are nationals of the Partner State; or
(c) at least the majority control and equity holding in respect of the vessel are held by
nationals of the Partner State or institution, agency, enterprise or corporation of the
Govemment of that Partner State.
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RULE
Origin Criteria

lods shall be accepted as originating in a Partner State where they are consigned
ectly from a Partner State to a consignee in another Partner State and where:
they have been wholly produced as provided for in Rule 5 of these Rules; or
) they have been produced in a Partner State wholly or partially from materials
imported from outside the Partner State or of indetermined origin by a process of
production which effects a substantial transformation of those materials such that:
(i)

the c.i.f value of those materials does not exceed sixty per centum of the
total cost of the materials used in the production of the goods;

(ii)

the value added resulting from the process of production accounts for at
least thirty five per centum of the ex-factory cost of the goods as specified
in the First Schedule of these Rules; and

(iii)

the goods are classified or become classifiable under a tariff heading other
than the tariff heading under which they were imported as specified in the
Second Schedule to these Rules.

he following are the principles of cumulative treatment:
for purposes of implementing these Rules, the Partner States shall be considered as
one territory; and
)) raw materials or semi-finished goods originating in any of the Partner States and
undergoing working or processing either in one or more Partner State shall, for the
purpose of determining the origin of the finished product be deemed to have
originated in the Partner State where the final processing or manufacturing takes
place.

a determining:
a) the place of production of marine, river or lake products and goods in relation to a
Partner State, a vessel of a Partner State shall be regarded as part of the territory of
that Partner State; and

the place from which goods originated, marine, river or lake products taken from the
sea, river or lake or goods produced from the sea, river or lake shall be regarded as
having their origin in the territory of a Partner State where they were taken by a
vessel or produced in a vessel of that Partner State and are brought directly to a
territory of the Partner States.

RULE 5
Goods Wholly Produced I n A Partner State

Durposes of Rule 4(1 )(a) of these Rules, the following are among the products,
shall be regarded as wholly produced in a Partner State:
(a) mineral products extracted from the ground or sea-bed of the Partner
State;
(b) vegetable products harvested within the Partner State;
(c) live animals bom and raised within the Partner State;
(d) products obtained from live animals within the Partner State;
(e) products obtained by hunting or fishing conducted within the Partner
State;
(f) products obtained from the sea, rivers or lakes within the Partner States
by a vessels of that Partner State;
(g) products manufactured in a factory of a Partner State exclusively from
the products referred to in sub-paragraph (f);
(h) used articles fit only for the recovery of materials, provided that such
articles have been collected from users within the Partner States;
(i) scrap and waste resulting from manufacturing operations within the
Partner States; and
(j) goods produced within the Partner State exclusively or mainly from the
following:(i)

products referred to in sub-paragraph (a) to (i); and

(ii)

materials containing no elements imported from outside the
Partner State or which are of indetermined origin.
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;al power, fuel, plant, machinery and tools used in the production of goods shall
regarded as wholly produced within the Partner States when determining the origin
ds'.

RULE 6

tlication Of Percentage Of Imported Materials And Value Added Criteria

ses of Rule 4(1 )(b) and (c) of these Rules:
y materials which meet the conditions specified in Rule 4(1 )(a) of these Rules shall
regarded as containing no elements imported from outside the Partner States;
e value of any materials which can be identified as having been imported from
itside the Partner States shall be their c.i.f value accepted by the Customs
thorities on clearance for home consumption, or on temporary admission at the
ne of last importation into the Partner State where they were used in a process of
eduction, less the amount of transport costs incurred in transit through other Partner
ites;
here the value of any materials imported from outside the Partner States cannot be
;termined in accordance with paragraph (b) of this Rule, their value shall be the
irliest ascertainable price paid for them in the Partner State where they were used in
process of production; and
here the origin of any material cannot be determined, the material shall be deemed
have been imported from outside the Partner States and its value shall be the
irliest ascertainable price paid for the material in the Partner State where the
aterial is used in a process of production
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RULE?
Processes Not Conferring Origin

[Standing the provisions of Rule 4(1) (b) and (c) of these Rules, the following
)ns and processes shall be considered as insufficient to support a claim that goods
e from a Partner State:
packaging, bottling, placing in flasks, bags, cases and boxes, fixing on cards or boards
and all other simple packaging operations;
(i) simple mixing of ingredients imported from outside a Partner State;
(ii) simple assembly of components and parts imported from outside a Partner States
to constitute a complete product; and
(iii)

simple mixing and assembly where the costs of the ingredients,
parts and components imported from outside the Partner State
used in any processes exceed sixty per centum of the total costs
of the ingredients, parts and components used;

operations to ensure the preservation of merchandise in good condition during
transportation and storage such as ventilating, spreading out, drying, freezing, placing
in brine, sulphur dioxide or other aqueous solutions, removal of damaged parts and
similar operations;
changing of packing and breaking up or assembly of consignments;
marking, labeling or affixing other like distinguishing signs on products or their
packages;
simple operations consisting of removal of dust, sifting or screening, sorting,
classifying and matching, including the making up of sets of goods, washing, painting
and cutting up;
) a combination of two or more operations referred to in sub-paragraph (a) to (0 of this
Rule; and
) slaughter of animals.
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RULES
Unit Of Qualification

1. In classifying goods under this Rule, each item in a consignment shall be considered
separately.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1 of this Rule:
(a) where the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System specifies that a
group, set or assembly of articles is to be classified within a single heading, such a
group, set or assembly shall be treated as one article;
(b) tools, parts and accessories imported with an article, and whose prices are included
in the price of the tools, parts and accessories which are imported with the article or
for which no separate charge is made, shall be considered as forming a whole with
the article which the tools, parts and accessories constitute the standard equipment
customarily included in the sale of articles of that kind; and
(c) in cases not within the provisions of sub-paragraph (a) and (b) of this paragraph,
goods shall be treated as a single article where they are so treated for purposes of
assessing customs duties on like articles by the importing Partner State.

An unassembled or disassembled article, which is imported in more than one consignment
cause it is not feasible for transportation or production reasons to import it in a single
nsignment, shall be treated as one article.

RULE 9
Separation of Materials

For products or industries where it is not practicable for the producer to physically
separate materials of similar character but different origin used in the production of
goods, such separation may be replaced by an appropriate accounting system which
ensures that no more goods are deemed to originate in the Partner States than would have
been the case where the producer had been able to physically separate the materials.
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y accounting system referred to in paragraph 1 shall conform to the conditions that
ly be agreed upon by the council in order to ensure that adequate control measures are
plied.

RULE 10
Treatment of Mixtures

the case of mixtures, which are not being groups, sets or assemblies of goods dealt
th under rule 8 of these Rule, a Partner State may refuse to accept as originating in a
rtner State, any product resulting from the mixing together of goods which would
alify as originating in the Partner State with goods which would not qualify as
iginating in that Partner State, where the characteristics of the product as a whole are
t different from the characteristics of the goods which have been mixed.

the case of particular products where it is recognized by the Council that it is desirable
permit mixing together of goods described in paragraph 1 of this Rule, such products
all be accepted as originating in the Partner States in respect of that part of the product
may be shown to correspond to the quantity of goods originating in the Partner States
;ed in the mixing, subject to such conditions as may be agreed upon by the Council.

RULE
Treatment of Packing

3r purposes of assessing customs duties, a Partner State may treat goods separately from
eir packing and may in respect of its imports consigned from another Partner State,
jtermine separately the origin of such packing.

^here paragraph 1 of this rule is not applicable, packing shall be considered as forming a
hole with the goods and no part of any packing required for their transport or storage

shall be considered as having been imported from outside the Partner States in
determining the origin of the goods as a whole.

For purposes of paragraph 2 of this Rule, packing with which goods are ordinarily sold at
retail shall not be regarded as packing required for transport or storage of the goods.

Containers which are used purely for transportation and temporary storage of goods are
to be returned hall not be subject to customs duties and other charges of equivalent effect.
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RULE 12
Documentary Evidence

. The claim that goods originate from a Partner State, shall be supported by an East African
Community Certificate of Origin by the exporter or exporter's representative in the form
prescribed in the Third Schedule to these rules, and shall be authenticated by a competent
authority.

I. A producer, who is an exporter, shall in respect of goods intended for export, furnish the
exporter with a written declaration in conformity with the Fourth Schedule to these Rules,
showing that the goods originate in a Partner State under the provisions of Rule 4 of these
rules.

. The competent authority may in exceptional circumstances and notwithstanding the
presentation of an East African Community Certificate of Origin issued in accordance
with the provisions of this rule, require, further verification of the statement contained in
that Certificate.

. Where a request for fiirther verification is made, by a competent authority under this
Rule, the verification shall be made within three months of the request using the form
specified in the Fifth Schedule to these rules.
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5. The importing Partner State shall not prevent the importer from taking delivery of goods
solely on the grounds that it requires further evidence, but may require security for
duty or other charge which may be payable.

\

6. Where the goods are subject to any prohibitions, the stipulations for delivery under
security shall not apply.

7. Copes of the East African community certificates of Origin and other relevant
documentary evidence shall be preserved by the competent authorities of the Partner
State for at east five years from the date issuance.

8. Each Partner State shall deposit with the Secretariat the names of the competent
authorities, the specimen signatures of officials authorized to sign the certificate and the
impression of the official stamps to be used for the purpose, and the names, signatures
and impressions shall be circulated to the other Partner States by the Secretariat.

R U L E 13
Infringement and Penalties

1. A Partner which does not have national legislation on rules of origin, undertakes to
enact such legislation to make provision for penalties against persons who furnish or
cause to be furnished false documents in support of claims conferring origin of goods
in other Partner States that the gods be accepted as originating from that Partner State.

2. A Partner State to which a false claim is made in respect of the origin of goods shall
immediately bring the matter to the attention of the exporting Partner State from
which the false claim is made, for appropriate action.
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3. A Partner State which has, in pursuance of the provisions of paragraph 2 of this rule,
brought to the attention of an exporting Partner State a false claim may, where the
Partner State is of the opinion that no satisfactory action has been takeri within a
reasonable time by the exporting Partner State, refer to the matter to the Comrnittee.

4. Where a matter is referred to the Committee, the Committee shall take appropriate
measures in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Treaty.

5. Any continued infringement by a Partner State of the provisions of the Rules may be
referred to the Council which shall take measures in accordance with the provisions
of the Treaty.

RULE 14
Manuals

The Secretariat shall develop and review manuals in respect of these Rules.

RULE 15
Directives by the Council

The Council may issue directives for the better carrying out of the provisions of these
Rules in accordance with Article 14 of the Treaty.

RULE 16
Cessation of the Rules of Origin

The Summit shall, upon recommendation from the Council verifying that the objectives
of the Customs Union have been fully achieved, declare the cessation of these Rules.
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FIRST SCHEDULE
Rule 4 (1) (b) (ii)

ELEMENTS OF EX-FACTORY COST

1. In the calculation of the ex-factory cost determining value added in terms of Rule 4( 1)
(b) (ii), the following elements of costs charges and expenses shall be included:

(a)

the cost of imported materials, including the cost of waste materials and
materials lost in the process of manufacture, as represented by landed costs of
these materials at the factory, including any charges incidental to the delivery
of such materials to the factory by excluding customs duties and other duties
and charges of equivalent effect on the cost of the imported materials:

Provided that the cost of imported materials not imported by the manufacturer
will be the delivery cost at the factory but excluding customs duties and other
duties an charges of equivalent effect on the cost of the imported materials;

(b) the cost of local materials, including the cost of waste materials and materials lost
in the process of manufacture, as represented by their delivery price at the factory;

(c) the cost of direct labour as represented by the wages paid to the operatives
responsible for the manufacture of the goods;

(d) the cost of direct factory expenses are represented by:

(i)

the operating cost of the machine being used to manufacture the
goods;
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(ii)

the expenses incurred in the cleaning, drying, polishing, pressing or
any other process, as may be necessary for the finishing of the goods;

(iii)

the cost of putting the goods up in their retail packages and the Cost of
such retail packages but excluding any extra cost of packing the good
for transportation or export and the cost any extra packages;

(e)

(iv)

the cost of special designs, drawings or lay out; and

(v)

the hire of tools, or equipment for the production of goods; and

the cost of factory overheads as represented by:

(i)

rent, rates and insurance charges directly attributed to the factory;

(ii)

indirect labour charges, including salaries paid to factory managers,
wages paid to foremen, examiners and esters of the goods;

(iii)

power, light, water and other service charges directly attributed to the
cost of manufacture of the goods;

(iv)

consumable stores, including minor tools, grease, oil and other
incidental items and materials used in the manufacture of the goods;
and

(v)

depreciation and maintenance of factory buildings, plant machinery,
tools and other items used in the manufacture of the goods; and others.

In the calculation of the ex-factory cost determining value added in terms of rue 4(1)
(b) (ii), the following elements of costs, charges and expenses are excluded:

(a)

administration expenses represented by:

(i)

office expenses, office rent and salaries paid to accountant,
clerks, manager and other executive personnel;

(ii)

>

directors' fees other than salaries paid to directors who act in the
capacity of factory managers

(iii)

statistical and costing expenses in respect of manufactured
goods; and

(iv)

(b)

investigation and experimental expenses;

Selling expenses represented by:

(i)

the cost of soliciting and securing of orders, including expenses
such as advertising charges and agents" or salespersons'
commissions or salaries; and

(ii)

(c)

expenses incurred in the making of designs, estimates an tenders;

Distribution expenses, represented by all the expenditure incurred after the
goods have left the factory, including:

(i)

the cost of any materials and payments of wages incurred in the
packaging of the goods for export;

(ii)

warehousing expenses incurred in the storage of the finished
goods; and

(iii)

the cost of transporting the goods to their destination;
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charges not directly attributed to the manufacture of the goods represented
by:

(i)

any customs duty and other duties and charges of equivalent
effect paid on the imported raw materials;

(ii)

any excise duty paid on raw materials produced in the country
where the finished gods are manufactured;

(iii)

any other indirect taxes paid on the manufactured products;

(iv)

any royalties paid in respect of patents, special machinery or
designs; and

(v)

finance

charges related to working capital.
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